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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A torus is the topological product of two circles, while a solid 
torus is the topological product of a circle and a disk. TWo solid tori B1 
and B2 in the three-sphere s3 , with B2 interior to B1 , are said to 
be concentric if and only if the closure of B1 - B2 (the set of points in 
B1 but not in B2) is homeomorphic to the topological product of a torus 
and a closed interval. '1\ro tori in s3 are concentric if and only if they 
are respectively the boundaries of two concentric solid tori. 
If the polyhedral solid torus B2 is interior to the polyhedral solid 
torus B1 , then the order of B1 with respect t o  B2 is defined to be the 
minimal number of points of intersection of a center line of B1 ,with a 
meridianal disk of B1 (see Definitions 2.5 and 2. 7). '!be two solid tori 
B1 and � in sJ are said to be equivalently knotted if and only if 
there exists an orientation-preserving semilinear homeomorphism of s3 on to 
itself carrying a center line of B1 onto a center line of Ba ,. The princi­
pal objective or Chapter II is to characterize pairs or concentric polyhe­
dral solid tori in s3 by proving that two polyhedral solid tori B1 and 
B2 , with B2 C: Int B1 (the interior of a set S is denoted by Int S), 
are concentric if and only if they are equivalently knotted and the order 
or B1 with respect to B2 is unity. 
'!his characterization or concentricity is used in Chapter III to 
determine conditions under which a sequence ��; of polyhedral solid 
tori has the property that there exists an integer N such that Bi and 
Bj are concentric whenever i > j > N • It is proved, for instance, 
2 
00 
that the sequence has this property if B0 • (1 Bn and Bn+l C Int Bn 
n•l 
for n • l.s> 2, o• o o 
In Chapter TV is proved the principal theorem of this thesis, to the 
effect that the three-sphere does not contain an uncountable collection of 
mutually disjoint tori, no two of which are concentrico Results of 
Whyburn [13]* on non-separated cuttings of connected spaces are applied to 
show that, if ;it is an uncountable collection of mutually disjoint tori in 
s3 1 then there is a sequence {T�}: of elements of if and a sequence 
� 
{Bn } 0 of solid tori such that Tn is the boundary of Bn and such that 
""<> 
B0 • (IBn with Bn+l C Int Bn 
n•l 
Bing [3] is then employed to find 
() 01 0 • A theorem of 
a homeomorphism f of s3 onto itself 
which carries each of the solid tori Bn onto a polyhedral set. An appli-
cation of the theorem quoted in the previous paragraph then yields the de-
sired conclusion. 
In Chapter V a generalization of the relation of concentricity is in-
vestigated. TWo polyhedral solid tori B1 and B2 are said to be equiva-
lently situated if and only if there is a polyhedral solid torus B which 
is interi.or to both Bt and B2 and is concentric with eaoh. If B1 is in-
terior to B2 , then the tori B� and B2 are equivalently situated if and only 
if they are concentric. It is proved that, if (Bn}: is a sequence of 
polyhedral solid tori convergin g homeomorphically to the polyhedral solid 
torus B 1 there is an integer N such that Bn and B are equivalently 
situated for n > N • It is also proved that, if B' and B" are two 
*Numbers in square brackets refer to numbers in the bibliography at 
the end of this paper. 
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c oncentric polyhedral solid t ori, and i f  B1 and B2 are two polyhedral solid 
tori, each c ontaining B1 i n  its interior and each interior to B•, then 
there exists a semili.near homeomorphism f of s3 onto itself carrying B1 onto 
B2 and such th at f is the identity on B1 U (s3 - B") o 
In Chapter VI some c oncepts involving c oncentric tori are used to 
obtai n a new characterizati on of tame si mple closed curves i n  s3 (a simple 
closed curve i n  s3 is tame i f  it can be c arried onto a polygonal knot by a 
h omeomorphism of s3). 1he simple closed curve J i s  said to have the c on­
central enclosure property i f  and only i f  there is a decreasing sequence of 
concentric polyhedral solid tori i nte rsecting in J, It is shown that a simple 
closed curve is tame i f  and only if it h as the c oncentral enclosure property 
and pi erces a disk at each point (see Definition 6.6). 
CHAPTER II 
PAIRS OF CONCENTRIC 'roRI 
Def'ini tion 2 olo A torus is the topological product of two circles, 
Def'ini tion 2. 2o A solid torus the topologic al product of a circle 
and a di sk. 
Definition 2. 3. Two s olid tori, B:1 and B2 with B2 C I nt B1 
are concentric if and only if Cl{B1 - B2) (the closure of a set S i s  
denoted by Cl S) i s  the topological product of a torus and a closed  inter-
val .. 
Definition 2o4.. Two tori T1 and T;a in  s3 are concentric if and 
only if there exist two concentric s olid tori B1 and B2 in s3 such 
that T1 n Bd �1 and T2 " Bd B2 (the boundary of a set S is denoted by 
Bd S). 
Use will be made of some elementary results from the homology theory of 
polyhedral complexes, as discussed in Chapter 3 of the book Lehrbuch der Topo­
logie, by Seifert and Threlfall [12] "  In this thesis r rv s or r _,b s will 
be writt en according as the qycles r and s are or are not homologous. 
1he first step towards the determination of a set of conditions, under 
which two polyhedral solid tori will be concentric , i s  provided by the follow-
ing modification of the concentric toral theorem of Harrold, Griffith, and 
Posey [10 ] .  
'Iheorem 2.1. Suppose � B1 � B2 !::!. polyhedral s olid � 
in s3 with boundari� T1 � T2 respectively � � 
(a) B2 C Tnt B1 � 
(b) � i s  2; polyhedral annular ring G in Cl{Bl. - B2) such 
that G n Ti is. ! siJ!!Ele closed cur·ve Eli for i .,. 1, 2 , 
(c) !h.Sl'!!. � ,Eair 2f. g);s,ioint p_olyhedral disks Da and nb 
such � D� • Da n B1 � D� "" Db n Bj_ � disks � boundaries 
a b a b ri � ri respectively" Furthermore the 1-oycles ri , ri , Sf satis-
fy r� ry..; si , r� � si �t.l Ti , and � is nullhanologous � Ti , 
i ,. 1; 2 • meets ri and r� � i.n .!: single point, 
i ,. 1,�� 2 , 
a b n (d) Di n G � Di G, i • 1, 2 11 ��spanning 
Bd G (��exactly 2!!! endr;oint ��of the.!!£ components� Bd G). 
are concentric. -- -
Proofo The statement of Theorem 2ol differs from the statement of 
the concentric toral theorem only in that Harrold, Griffith, and Posey as-
sumed G to be a disk rather than an  annular ring. Since, however, this 
disk was used merely to obtain an annular ring with the properties described 
above, the proof of the concentric toral theorem applies here without es-
sential alterations. 
Definition 2.5o Suppose that o is a semilinear mapping of a right 
prism P onto the solid torus B such that, if corresponding points of 
the two bases of P are identified, the mapping then induced by 
o- is a homeomorphism. Let e be the boundary of the lower base of P • 
Then cr(.e) is a simple closed curve an Bd B which is nullhomologous 
in B but not in Bd B • Those simple closed curves on Bd B which are 
homologous to 6' (e) are called meridians of B o It is easily seen 
that the meridians of B are the only paths on Bd B which bound in B 
but not in Bd B [11, p,. 147]. A polyhedral disk D , such that 
Int D C Int B and such that Bd D is a meridian of B , is called a 
meridianal. disk of B • 
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Definition 2.6� Suppose that K i.s a polyhedral 3-cell in s3 • 
By a chord of K is meant an qriented polygonal arc u whose endpoints 
lie on Bd K but which is otl1erwise contained in the interior of K • 
Let the endpoints of u be joined by an arc w on Bd K .. 'lhe chord 
u is said to be an unknotted chord of K if and only if u U w is an 
unknotted simple closed curve (bounds a disk in s3) o It may be seen 
that the knot type of u U w· is independent of the choice of 
w C Bd K [119 p. 155). 
Definition 2. 7. Suppose that B is a polyhedral solid torus in 
s3 • Let B be separated by two d'isjoint meridianal disks D1 and Da 
into two 3-cells K1 and K2 • ChMse two points x f, Int D1 and 
y e. Tnt D2 o Let a1 and a2 be 1mknotted chords of K1 and K2 
respectively joining the points x and y » a1 directed from x to Y 
and a2 from Y to x • The oriented simple closed curve a1 U a2 is 
called an oriented center li.ne of the solid torus B • If the orienta-
tion of a "" al. U a2 i.s di.sregarded, then a is called simply a center 
line of B • It is easily seen that any two center lines a and a' of 
B are equivalent i.n the sense that there exists a semilinear mapping of 
s3 onto itself1 the identity on s3 - B , carrying a onto a' [11, 
p. 158). 
Definition 2.8. A solid torus B in s3 is unknotted if and only 
if each of its center lines is unknotted. 
'Iheorem 2. 2 o §uppos� _!.ha� B1 � B2 !!:� two polyhedral solid 
tori in s3 fj � B2 ,!;?ott� �� interior· � B1 • Suppose further � 
there exist two polyhedral annular ri.ngs R1 and R2 in Cl (B1 - B2) --- . ... -- --
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that 
(a) R,_ n Bd Bi "" :::1 and R:z nEd Bi .,. ri � simple �ed curves 
single point for:. i .. lp 2 1 
and with ri n Si being a - - . -
Proof: An 1mknotted simple closed curve on the bounda ry Bd B of a 
knotted polyhedral solid torus B is either n ullhomologous on Bd B or is 
a m eridian of B [119 p o 164] o It therefore fo llows from the hypotheses 
that r2 is a meridian of B2 !J and hence bounds a polyhedral disk D: 
a R L) D � whose i nterior i.s interior to B2 " Define D "" 2 .. , and rename 
ri "' ri , i "" lj) 2 " Then Dli is a meridi.anal disk of B1 whose intersec-
tion with B2 i:s a meridianal disk of B2 o 
If Db is a meri.d:i.anal disk of B1 a sufficiently near to D but 
d" � t it"' Da b "1 B ·� B b �sjo.�.n w rl 11 then D ( 1 u .i .,. ri 11 i ... 1,�� 2 9 will be simple 
closed curves not nullhom ologou.s on Bd Bi and not homologous to Si , and 
intersecting S:i. in a si.ngle poin to The hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are then 
satisfied, so that it follows: that B1 and B2 are concentrico 
Definition 2 o 9, By a Iong� �d�. � of the polyhedral solid torus 
B is meant a curve on Bd B which is not nullhomologous in B and which 
crosses some meridian of B at exactly one pointo A meridian curve and a 
longitude curve of B together generate the !.-dimensional homology group 
of Bd B • 
Defi nition 2.10. Suppose that B is a polyhedral solid torus in s3. 
By a latitu de curve of B is meant a simple closed curve on Bd B which is 
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not nu.llbomologous in B but whic�h iB nullhomologou:s in Cl(S3 - B). Any 
two latitude curves of B are homologous on Bd B [11� p. 161). 
Theorem 2.3. 
tori in s3 with boundaries 
B2 C Int B1 , g � exist � polyhedral annular rings R1 � R2 in 
Cl(B1 - B2), with R1 boun�!:l��
by.�.w� longitude curves on T1 and T2 res-
pectively, w� R2 ?o1� by two meridian ��� � T1 and T2 respec-
are concentric. 
Proof2 Define and for i • 1, 2 • 
By hypothesis r: is a merldian of B2. and hence bounds a meridianal disk 
Da of B2 • 'Ihen Da "' R2 U D� is a meridianal disk of B1 whose inter-2 
section with B2 is a meridianal di.sk of B2 • It follows from the hypothe-
for i • 1, 2 • 
If nb is a meridianal di.sk of B1 suff':'.Lciently close to Da but 
d isjoint wHh D.a j) then D� "" nb n B2 is a meridianal disk of B2 I and 
Db n Ti "' rr is a simpJe closed curve not nullhomologous on Ti and not 
homologous to Si on Ti 9 and intersecting Si in a single point for 
i .. lj) Z • Then nb n R1 will be an arc spanning Bd R1 , just as does 
Da: n _ R1 o 
Theorem 2.1 now applies directly to imply that B1 and B2 are con-
centrico 
Definiti on 2.11. Suppose that B is a polyhedral solid torus with 
k a polygonal simple closed curv-e lnte!"i.or to B • The order of B with 
respect to k is defined to be the minimal number of points of intersection 
of a meridianal disk of B with the curve k (for all meridianal disks of 
B), and is denoted by ()(B» k) • 
Defini tlon 2.12. If B1. and B2 are polyhedral solid tori with 
B2 C Int B1 » the � 9,f Bl. with Eespect � B2 is defined to be 
the order of B1, with respect to a center line of B2 � and is denoted 
by 0(B1.�� B2) • 'Ibis definition of Q(B�9 B2) is independent of the 
choice of center line of B2 [llj) p. 172] .. 
Definition 2.139 1'wo oriented polygonal simple closed curves in 
s3 are said to be equ_!2ale.�t i f  and only if there is an orientation-, 
preserving semiUnear homeomorphism of s3 onto s3 carryin g o ne onto 
the other. The equivalence classes of simple closed polygons which are 
defi ned by this relation are called k not�o 
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� 2.llt. Two polyhedral soli.d tori B1 and B2 in s3 
are said to be �iv�,;en.!l;Y knotted i.f and only if any two center lines 
C1 of B1 and C;;:. of B2 can be so oriented as to be equivalento 
Defi� 2.,1,5., Let k1 and k2 be two knots in s3 • Let S 
be a polyhedral 2-sphere in s3 9 and denote by C1 and C2 the clo­
sures of the two components of s3 - S • Choose a polygonal arc w on 
S with endpoints x and y • Then choose chords u1 (from x to y) 
and u2 (from y to x) of C1. and C2 respectively, each with end­
points x and y , such that u1 U W' (oriented as u1) is a represen­
tative of the knot kl. and u2 U w (oriented as u2) is a rep1:·esen ta­
tive of k2 • The knot represented by the oriented polygon u1 U u2 is 
then defined to be the .P.roduct k1k2 of the knots k1 and k2 o 
This product of knots is associative and commutative. The knot re-
presented by a plane circle plays the role of an identity: if one factor 
of a product of two knots is unknotted, then the product is equal to the 
other factor fl and conversely. However 9 no knot other than this unique 
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identity has an inverse with :re3pect to this :mu1tipli.cation=�the identity 
lmot c:annot be expi"es sed as a }mot p:r·,c:tduc:t containi,ng non-identity fare-
tors 
with 
[11,1} P� ,, 561 .ol.._ . 0 
Theorem 2oho 
·-·--··�' 
B c Int B* 
Let B 
a Then B 
lar to that used by Schubert in proving the weaker result that.w if B and 
B* are equivalently Jawtted wl th 0 (B*"' B) "" 1 ,1} then there is a semi­
linear homeomorph:isrn o.f s3 onto i teelf carrying B* onto B and leaving 
fixed points outsldre an arbitrary neighborhood of C1(B* - B) [11, Po 178] o 
Let T "' Bd B and T* ,. Bd B'* o Since B* is of order 1 with respect 
to B >J there is a merldia:.'1al disk n* of B* which intersec ts B in a 
meridianal dis.k D [11� Po 174] o Let E* be a sec ond meridiana! disk of 
B* disjoint with D* but suffic'lently near D* that E* intersects B 
in a mer:tdianal disk E o Then n* and 'If" will separate B* into two 
.3-cells C1 * and C2 * >J with C:t* bounded by the union of the two disks 
n* and E* with an annular ri.ng Gi * C: T* for i .. 1» 2� o Similarly D 
and E will separate B into two 3-raells cl. c cl.* and C:;a c C:;a* I 
with Ci bormded by the union of the tY.TO disks D and E with an annular 
ring Gi C T for 1 '" lF 2 o 
Now let a be a c enter li.ne of the solid torus B » with 
a '"' a1. U a2 >J where a1 and a.2 are unknotted chords of the 3-cells Cl. 
and C� respectivelyo Si nce ()(B*� B) � 1 by hypothesis, it follows from 
a theorem of Schubert [llJ> Po 171] that either a is a center line of B* 
or a is the product of a knotJ> di.f.ferent from the identity» with the lmot 
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represented by a center llne of B* o BeGause a is a center line of B � 
it belongs to the ::>a..'TH::l lmot a:s any center line of B* :;� since B and B* 
are by hypothesi.�Z equ::Lva1entl;:,r knottedo It then follows from the remarks 
following Defi.ntt:ton 2olS that a. m:ast be a center line of B* • Therefore 
a1 and a2 are unknc:t ted chord:::; of CJ..* and C2 * respectively [11, p. 161] o 
It fol1ow:t:' f:ina':l::t th1at U1 .. Cl(cJ.* - C1) and U2 .. Cl(C2* - C2) are 
unknotted soli,j tort on e::�ch of wh:i:::·h d "" 3d D and e "' Bd E. are latitude 
curves [llSJ Po 16:]o 'fhen and e* " Bd E�� 8Y"e also latitude 
curves on U:1 and u� beeau;:-:e d and d·lf- bound the annular ring 
R "' Cl(n* - D) on Bd UJ.(I Bd U;.:; 9 while e and e* bound the annular 
ring S "" Cl(E* - E) on Bd U1. n Bd U., o 
NCI\�: let m1. be a meridian curve of U1 which intersects each of the 
curves d P d* P e " ,�* in exa::;tly one pointj and let M1 be a meridianal 
disk of U1 bounded by m:. o Let m2 be a meridian curve of U2 which 
intersects each of the laUtude curves * * d � d � e , e in exactly one point 
and such that ID:t n R ... m2 n R and mjl_ n s .. m2 n s 0 That such a 
meridian of U2 can be found follows from the elementary observation that, 
if the boundary T of a soli.d torus U is separated into two annular rings 
A1 and A2 by two lati.tude rurves n1 and n2 ., and if a is an arc in 
A"l with one endpolnt on n 1.  and the other on n2 , then there is an arc 
b in A2 joining the endpoints of a ln such a way that a U b is a 
meridian cu:r·ve of U (this is e7lden t from an examination of the fundamental 
polygon of a torus). Then let M2 be a meridia nal disk of U2 bounded by 
Finally define R:lL "'' Cl(D* - D) and R2 "" M1 U M2 o It is clear 
that R:u. is an annular· ri.ng with boundary compo nents d and d* which are 
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U (m:z (l T) and .l * ,,, (ml n T*) U (m_, (\ T*) !J then clearly ..!, 
and _g* a-:��e T:::ngi t'1Je c·u:r.�\re�3 on T and T* respectively (since 
n1]. n d "' m:z n d and m'l n d* ... m;:. n d* are single points) which 
together form the bour,dar�f t.'.':' R;,. o Sln:::s !.llso R2 is the union of the 
two disks M1 :md M;; i.nt.ersec ti ng :: n a pair of arcs common to thei.r 
boundaries.il :it foJ..lowE that R2 :t : ; an armuJ at" ringo 
Since the annu1.ar" :r·ing's R� <.!,\, and R" .�. ar� both contalned in 
ul. u u2 "' Cl(B* - B) S! and si:n,··e R:L r�� Rz ls the arc M:JL n R 
., ,--,1 Mz I I R spam,rng ... bc-<mdaries of Rl. and R:c it follows from vne ' 
�roof .£! �-�£ .. �:':.?.t�g Suppose now that B and B* are concentric. 
Then Cl(B* - B) :�an be regarded as the topologic al product of T and the 
closed unit interval [0, l] with T >< {o} "� T and T x. {1} • T*. 
Sinc e B and B* are polyhedral» it may be assumed that if K C T is 
polyhedral, then K :r� [0.� 1] is polyhedralo 
Let m1 and m2 be two meri d i an curves on T bounding disjoint 
meridianal di.sks D1. and Da respecti.vely of B o Define Rf to be the 
annular ring mi. :K [0, l] for i '" J � 2 o Then D1* "" D1 U R1 and 
D2* "" D2 U R2 are d1.skd whose i.nteriors a:re contained in Int B* and 
whose boundaries are the simple closed curves m1* .. m1 x {1} and 
m.,* ,. m.... X {'.1} to 1 T* Si ,.. ·� respe::o 1ve. y o:n ' o nee the projection mapping 
P )( {?} � p Y� {��"} i! being a homeomorphism carrying the torus T 
onto the toru:� T* f! r:-:,3rd.e:5 n·�n-n:ullhomolt'llgous curves on T onto non-null-
homologous curve s on ::tnd are not nullhomo-
logous on T* o Consequently D:,* and D�* are dtsjoint meridianal disks 
o.f B* inters e«:: ting B i.n the me!·.':.db.nal di.sks D1 and D2 respectively. 
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Hence D1 and D2 separate B 
respectively, while D1* and D2* 
into two closed 3-cells K1 and 
* separate B into two closed 3-
cells K1* and K2* respectively. Let the subscripts be chosen in 
such a manner that K1 C: K1* and K2 C: K2* • 
Now let u be a center line of B which intersects the 3-cells 
K1 and K2 in the unknotted chords u1 and u2 respectively. Then u1 
and u2 * * are chords of K1 and K2 respectively, and to show that u 
is also a centerline of B* , it suffices to show that u1 and u2 are un­
knotted in K1* and K2* respectively (see �finition 2.7). 
But since Cl(Ki* - Ki) is the solid torus Oi x [o, 1] , where 
01 and 02 are the two annular rings into which m1 and m2 separate 
'I' , it follows [11, p. 167] that 111_ generates the same knot in Ki and 
Ki* for i • 1, 2 • Thus u1 and u2 * are unknotted chords of K1 and 
* * K2 respectively, so that u is a center line of B • But the fact that 
B and B* share the common center line u implies inunediately that B 
and B* are equivalently knotted with O(B*, B) • 1 o This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.4. 
Lemma 2 .. 1. Suppose that B and B* .!!! polyhedral solid tori in 
s3 with B C Int B* .. '!'hen O(B*, B) • 1 if and only !! there is !. 
polyhedral annular ring R in Cl (B* - B) bounded � � meridian curves 
m and m* on B and B* respectively. 
Proof: Suppose that Q(B*, B) • 1 .. Then there is a meridianal disk 
D* of B* such that D • D* n B is a rn.eridianal disk of B • Thus 
R • Cl(D* - D) is an annular ring in Cl(B* - B) bounded by two meridian 
curves on B and B* respectively. 
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To prove the converse, assume the existence of the annular ring R • 
Let k be a center line of B , and let D be a meridianal disk of B 
which intersects k in a single point and whose bound� is m • Then, 
since the meridianal disk n* • D U R of B* intersects the center line 
k of B in a single point, it follows from Definition 2.12 that O(B*, B) 
is either 0 or 1 • If O(B*, B) • 0 , then the algebraic intersection 
number of n* with k (to obtain the algebraic inte�section number of a 
polyhedral disk with a polygonal line in general position, associate with 
each of the points of intersection the number +1 or -1 according to the 
sense of piercing, and compute the sum of the numbers thus defined) must be 
0 [11, p. 170], so that D* must intersect k in an even number of 
points. This contradiction proves that ()(B*, B) • 1 • 
Lemma 2. 2. Suppose � B and B* �polyhedral solid tori � 
s3 with B C Int B* • If there is .! polyhedral annular ring R !,a 
Cl(B* - B) bounded � two longitude curves £!! B � B* respectively, 
then B and B* � equivalently knotted. 
Proof: This follows immediately fran the fact that the two boundary 
curves o£ an annular ring in sJ are equivalent and the £act that a center 
line and a longitude curve of a polyhedral solid torus are equivalent. 
Theorem 2.5. � B � B* £!. � po1yhedral solid�� s3 
with B C 
{a) 
(b) 
Int B* • Consider� followi:gg conditions: 
O(B*, B) • 1 • 
There is ! polyhedral annular ring R � Cl(B* - B) 
by � meridian curves � B � B* respectivelz. 
(c) B and B* � equivalentlz knotted. 
bounded 
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(d) There � ! polyhedral annular ring R in Cl(B* - B) bounded 
� two longitude curves £.!!. B � B* respectively. 
If either of the first two conditions holds simultaneously with either --- -- - - -
. 
* of the last two conditions, then B and B are concentric. 
- - ........-. - ,_..., 
Proof: By Lemma 2.1, (b) implies (a). By Lemma 2.2, (d) implies (c). 
But, by Theorem 2.4, (a) and (c) suffice to imply that B and B* are con-
centric. 
Corollary 2.1.. Suppose � B � B* !E!_ unlmotted polyhedral 
solid � in s·J with B C Int B* .. g � is !!. polyhedral annular 
ring R !:!_ Cl(B* - B) bounded � :!:!£_meridian curves on B and B* res­
pectively, � B � B* are concentric. 
Proof: Lemma 2.1 implies that Q(B*, B) = 1 • But B and B* are 
equivalently knotted, both being unknotted. Theorem 2.4 then shows that B 
and * B are concentric. 
Corollary 2 .. 2. Suppose � B and B* � knotted polyhedral 
solid � in sJ , B interior to B* , which !E!. equivalently knotted. 
g there is .:_polyhedral annular rin�& R � Cl(B* - B) whose boundary �­
ponents m � m* � unknotted �-nullhomologous simple closed curves 
on Bd B and Bd B* respectively, � B and B* �concentric. 
Proof� Corollary 2. 2 is an improvement of 'l'heorem 2.2, and the proof 
is similar. Since an unknotted simple closed curve on the boundary of a 
knotted solid torus is either nullhomologous or is a meridian curve (111 
p. 164), it follows that m is a meridian curve of B 1 and m* is a 
meridian curve of B* • Lemma 2 .. 1 then applies to show that Q(B*, B) • 1. 
Since B and B* are equivalently knotted by hypothesis, Theorem 2.4 im­
plies that B and B* are concentric. 
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Corollary 2.3. Suppose that B and B* � � unknotted � 
polyhedral � with B C Int B* ., If C • C1(s3 - B) � 
c* • Cl(s3 - B*) , then ()(B*, B) • 1 if and only if ()(C, c*) • 1 • 
- ----
Proof: It is clear that C and c* are indeed solid tori 
[11, p. 149) with c* C Int C .. If ()(B*, B) • 1 then B* and B are 
concentric by Theorem 2.,4.. Since Cl(B* - B) • Cl(C - C*) , C and C* 
are also concentric. Hence ()(C, c*) • 1 by Theorem 2.4. Similarly 
()(C, c *) • 1 implies ()(B*, B) • 1 o 
CHAPTER III 
SEQUENCES OF CONCEN'IRIC TORI 
Definition 3.1. A simple closed curve k interior to the polyhedral 
solid torus B is contained non-triviallz by B if and only if 
O(B, k) > 0 • It can be seen that B contains k non-trivially if and 
only if no 3-cell in B contains k in its interior [11, p. 171]. If B 
and B* are two polyhedral solid tori with B c= Int B* , then B* con­
tains B non-trivially if and only if B* contains each center line of B 
non-trivially. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose � B � B* � polyhedral solid tori w::l.. th 
B C Int B* , �let k be i: polygonal simple closed �interior to B0 
� B* contains k �-trivially if and only if B* contains B non­
trivially� B contains k non-trivially. 
Proof: This lemma follows immediately from the fact that Q(B*, k) 
is the product of O(B*, B) and Q(B, k) [11, P� 175}. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that B and B* are polyhedral solid tori, with __,..;:...:....- ----- - - - -
B C Int B* , � containing the polygonal simple closed curve k non­
trivially-. Then Q(B*, k) � Q(B, k) • 
Proof: Since B* contains k non-trivially, Lemma 3.1 gives 
O(B*, B) 7 1 • But 0(B*, k) is the product of O(B*, B) and O(B, k). 
Thus Q(B*, k) � Q(B, k) • 
00 . 
Lennna 3.3. Suppose that {Bn} 1 is ! sequence of polyhedral � � 
� � Bn+l C Int Bn for n � 1, � � Bn containing .!:h! l?2lz­
gonal � k in its interior. �either every- Bn contains k trivially 
,£! there exists � integer M such � m > n > M implies � 
OCBn, Bm) = 1 • 
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Proof: Supposing that not every Bn contains k trivially, choose 
an integer N such that Q(BN, k) > 0 • Since Bn C Int BN for 
n :> N , n :> N implies that O(Bn, k) > 0 by Lemma 3.1. It then 
follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
for m > n :> N • Thus {OCBn, k� :==N is a non-increasing sequence of 
positive integers. It follows that there exists an integer M such that 
for m > n > M • But 0(Bn1k) .. O(Bn,Bm) • O(Bm,k) since 
Bm C Int Bn if m > n • Division gives 
for m > n > M • 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that {BnJ:. is ! sequence .£!.equivalently 
knotted polyhed ral solid � �  Bn+l C Int Bn for n 'G, 1 1 � � 
every Bn containing the polygonal closed � k in � interior. Then 
either every Bn contains k �rivialll � � exists !2 integer N such 
that m, n > N implies � Bm � Bn � concentric. 
Proof: Assuming that not every Bn contains k trivially, Lemma 3.3 
gives the existence of an integer N such that O(Bn, Bm) • 1 :for 
m :> n ::> N • Since Bm C Int Bn for m > n , and since by hypothesis 
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the solid tori are equivalently knotted, Theorem 2.4 applies to show that 
Bm and Bn are concentric for m > n � N • 
� 3.4. Suppose � [Bn]r� is ! sequence � polyhed ral solid 
tori � � Bn+l C Bn for n > 1. Let k be !!. polygonal closed 
curve � � Q1 Bn • k • Then all but ! finite number .£! the � � 
Bn contain k �-trivially. 
Proof: Let B be a polyhedral solid torus with k as a center 
line (the existence of such a torus is given in [11, p. 177]). Thus in par-
ticular B is a polyhed ral solid torus containing k non-trivially in its 
interior. 
ClO co 
Now 0 (s3 - Bn) • s3 - n Bn = s.3 - k � s3 - Int B so that n•l. n•l. 
{s3 - Bn}�1 is an increasing sequence of open sets covering the compact set 
s.3 - Int B • Hence there is an integer N such that s.3 - Int B C: s.3 - Bn 
for n � N • Then Bn C Int B . for n � N • It then follows from 
Lemma 3.1 that Bn contains k non-trivially if n � N • This can also 
be seen by noticing that if some Bm , m � N , contained k trivially, 
then k would be contained in the interior of some .3-cell C with 
C C Bm c= Int B , which contradicts the fact that B contains k non­
trivially (see Definition 3.1). Thus all but a finite number of the Bn 
contain k non-trivially. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that {En}: is ! sequence of equivalently 
knotted polyhed ral� 12ri with Bn+l. C rnt Bn for n � 1 , � � 
�Bn being! polygonal closed� k • Then �exists �integer N 
�that Bm � Bn �concentric!� m > n � N • 
Proof: According to Lemma 3.4, all but a finite number of the Bn 
contain k non-trivially. The existence of the integer N required by the 
theorem is then implied by Theorem 3.1. 
� 3.5. Suppose � {Bn}� is � sequence 2!, polyhedral solid 
<!10 
tori� Bn+1 C Int Bn � n > 1 , � � h)1Bn being ��-
gonal closed curve k which is interior to each torus Then there 
exists � integer N such � Q(Bn1 k) • 1 � n > N • 
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 3o4 choose a polyhedral solid 
torus B having k as center line. Then O(B, k) • 1 • Choose an in­
teger N sufficiently large that Bn C Int B for n � N • Then 
O(B, Bn) 0(Bn1k) • ()(B,k) • 1 
for n ::::> N • Since ()(B, Bn) and 0(Bn1 k) are by definition non­
negative integers, this implies that 0(B1 Bn) • 0(Bn1 k) • 1 for n :! N • 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose� {Bn}� is·� sequence �polyhedral solid 
tori, � Bn+1 C Tnt Bn for n � 1 1 � � C\ Bn being ! polygonal 
closed curve k which is interior to each Bn • Then there exists an inte-_...;..____ - --
� N � that Bm � Bn � concentric !!, m1 n � N • 
Proof: Since the hypotheses of Lemma 3.5 are satisfied, 
()(Bn, k) a 1 for n sufficiently large. There is therefore no loss in 
generality in assuming that ()(Bn1 k) • 1 for all n • It then follows by 
-
a theorem of Schubert [11, p. 171] that, for each n ,  the knot bn repre-
sented by a center line of the solid torus Bn is a factor of the knot k 
represented by the polygonal closed curve k 1 if k and bn are appro­
priately oriented. In particular, an arbitrary fixed orientation of k 
having been assigned, each bn is oriented positively with respect to k 1 
that is1 so that k is homologous in Bn to a positive multiple of bn 1 
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the generator of the 1-dimensional homology group of Bn • Since 
O(Bn, k) - 1 , it then follows [11, p. 1 nJ that k r'V bn in Bn • If 
m > n , it follows that bn is positively oriented with respect to bm , 
since k r.J bn in Bn and k ,..._, bm i n  Bm C Bn 1 so that ' bm r.,.� bn , 
in Bn o Thus for ea.ch n the knot K can be represented as a �knot pr� 
duct of the form 
where bn is represented by a center line of Bn • 
Now, according to Lemma 3.3, there is no loss in assuming also that 
Q(Bn, Bm) • 1 for all values of m and n such that m ;> n • Conse­
quently the same theorem of Schubert implies that, if m :::> n , bn is  a 
knot factor of 0'; • Hence to each pair of integers m and n with 
� 
m )"' n there corresponds a knot Ymn such that 
It follows that {bn}� is a s�quence of knots, each of which is a knot fac­
tor both of its successor in the sequence and of the knot K • 
If k is  unknotted, then the relation k • � i:n impli es that each 
of the solid tori Bn is  unknotted, since the identity knot cannot be ex­
pressed as a non-trivial knot product [111 p. 156]. If k is  knotted, then 
K has a unique factorization into finitely many prime knots [111 p. 232]. 
By a prime knot i s  meant a knot which c annot be represented as the product 
of two knots, neither of which is the identity. It follows that there does 
not exist an infinite sequence of factors of the knot K , each of which is 
a proper factor of its succes sor in the s equence. There must therefore 
exist an integer N such that m1 n � N implies � • 0'; so that the 
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solid tori Bm and Bn are equivalently knotted for m, n � N • 
Theorem 3.1 now _applie s  to show that Bm and Bn are concentric . 
for m and n sufficiently large. 
Theorem 3.4. g {Bn}: is .!! sequence 2f. polyhedral solid !2!! � 
CD 
Bn+l. C Bn for n � 1 , �£!!. � QBn is ! E£lygonal closed curve 
k interior to �ch Bn , �� � n sufficiently large, the center line 
bn £! Bn �equivalent to k , �within orientation. 
Proof: Let B be a solid torus having k as a center line, so that 
()(B, k) = 1 • Since rnt B is then a neighborhood of k , it follows as 
in the proof of Lemma 3.4 that there exists an integer N such that 
Bn C: Int B for n � N • Then, since ()(B, k) • ()(B, Bn) • ()(Bn, k) 
= 1 , and since ()(B, Bn) and ()(Bn1 k) are non-negative integers, it 
follows that ()(B, Bn) • ()(Bn, k) • 1 • 
Since k is thus a polygonal closed curve interior to Bn with 
() (Bn, k) • 1 for n ::: N , it follows that the knot bn represented by 
bn is  a knot factor of the knot K represented by k [11, p. 171]1 if k 
and bn are so oriented that k � bn in Bn • Hence there exists, for 
each n ;:::_ N , a lmot x;; such that 
On the other hand, since ()(B, bn) • 1 , and since k i s  the center line 
of B , it follows similarly that there is a knot Yn such that 
Substitution gives 
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It follows that Xn fii is the identity knot [11, p. 156 J. Since the iden­
tit,y knot cannot be expressed as a non-trivial product, it follows that Xn 
and Yn are each the identity knot. Hence bn • lC for n � N 1 so that 
all but finitely many of the center lines bn are equivalent to k 1 to 
within orientation. 
Corollary 3.1. ! properlz decreasing sequence � unknotted (knotted) 
polyhedral soiid tori,� contained in the interior � its predecessor, 
cannot intersect !!:. ! knotted (unknotted) polygonal closed �· 
ProofB This is an immediate consequence or Theorem 3.4. 
Lemma 3.6. If B !.!, ::_ ;e,olyhedral solid torus in s3 , .!:E.!!: there 
exist two polyhedral solid tori B1 -- , _  ------
(a) B1 C Int B , 
(b) B C Int B2 , 
(c) OCB21 B) • O(B, B1) • 1 , 
such that --
(d) B, B11 B2 !..!:! equivalentlz knotted. 
Proora Let b be a center line or the solid torus B , and let k 
be a polygonal closed curve in s3 equivalen t to b • Since, given a� 
curve k , there is in each neighborhood of k a polyhedral solid torus 
having k as a center line [11, p. 177 ] ,  choose a polyhedral solid torus 
.· 
02 with k as center line. Then let C be a polyhedral solid torus con­
tained in Int C2 with k as a center line, and let 01 be a polyhedral 
solid torus contained in Int C with k as center line. 
Since B and C are polyhedral solid tori having equivalent center 
lines b and k respectively, there is a semilinear homeomorphism r or 
s3 onto itself which maps C onto B and k onto b [111 p. 180). If 
Bf ... r(ci) for i .. 1, 2 I then clearly B1 c Int B and B c Int Ba • 
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Since B, B1, and B2 share the common center line b (center lines 
are preserved under semilinear maps of solid tori) it follows immedi ately 
that they are equivalently lmotted with 0(B2, B) • O(B, B1.) = 1 • 
� 3. 1. Suppose � {Bn}: is a sequence 2£ polyhedral solid 
tori, with Bn+l. C Int Bn .!2E. n > 1 , ��each Bn contains 
the polyhedral solid torus B • Then either every Bn contains B -· - - --
trivially � there exists � integer M � �� O(Bn, Bm) • 1 g 
m > n ·> N. 
Proof:· If not every Bn contains B trivially, then there is an 
integer N such that Bn contains the center line k of B non-trivially. 
The existence of the required integer M is then implied by Lemma 3.3. 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose � {Bn}: is �sequence of equivalently�­
ted poly!ledral � �, � Bn+l. C Int Bn for n :> 1 ,  such� 
each Bn contains the polyhedral solid � B • If at least one of the 
tori {Bn}� contains B �-trivially, then there exists � integer N 
� � Em and Bn � concentric for m, n � N • 
Proof: If not every Bn contains B trivially, then not every Bn 
c ontains a center line k of B trivially. !he existence of the required 
integer N therefore follows from Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 3.9. Suppose � {B�: !� � decreasing sequence��­
hedral solid � intersecting � the polyhedral solid torus B interior 
to each Then there is � integer N � � Q(Bn, B) • 1 if 
n > N .  
Proof: By Lemma 3.6, choose a polyhedral solid torus B* containing 
B in its interior and such that ()(B*, B) • 1 • Since {s3 - B�� is 
an increasing sequence of open sets covering the compact set s3 - Tnt � , 
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there is an integer N such that s3 - Int B* C s3 - Bn or Bn C Int B* 
for n � N • Since B C In t Bn for every n , it follows that 
()(B*, B) • ()(B*, Bn) • ()(Bn, B) 
for n > N • Hence, since O(B*, B) • 1 , and since O(B*, Bn) and 
()(Bn, B) are non-negative integers, it follows that ()(Bn1 B) • 1 for 
n ::> N • 
Lemma 3.10. Suppose� {Bn}7 �!:. seque� �polyhedral� 
�� � Bn+l. C Int Bn !2::, n > 1, � � QBn !! !. .E21z­
hedral solid torus B • � there exists � integer N � � Bn 
and B � equi valent1y lmotted � n � N • 
Prooft By Lemma 3.6 there is a polyhedral solid torus B* con­
taining B in its interior such that B and B* are equivalently knotted 
with ()(B*, B) • 1 • Then by Lemma 3. 9 there is an integer N such that 
Bn C Int B* with ()(Bn, B) • 1 for n � N • The relation 
()(B*, B) • O(B*, Bn) • O(Bn, B) 
implies that O(B*, Bn) • 1 also for n � N • 
Let k be a center line of B • Since B and B* are equivalently 
knotted with ()(B*, B) • 1 , the proof of Theorem 2.4 shows that k is 
also a center line of B* • Let k be the knot represented by k , and 
for each n � N denote by D;; the knot represented by a center line bn 
of the solid torus Bn , with k and bn so oriented that k 1""-J bn in 
Bn • Since k is interior to Bn and since 0(Bn1 k) '"' • O(Bn, B) • 1 
for n .:: N , it follows from [11, p. 1 nJ that to each n � N there 
corresponds a knot x; such that 
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On the other hand, since bn is interior to the solid torus B* with 
O(B*, bn) • O(B* , Bn} • 1 for n > N , it follows similarly that to 
each n > N there correspond s a knot � such that 
But these two relations imply as in the proof o f  Theorem 3.4 that the knots 
K' and Dn are the same. Consequently the solid tori Bn and B are 
equivalently knotted whenever n � N • 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose � {Bn}':' � ! sequence � polyhedral � 
.. 
�� � .Bn+1 C Int Bn for � n :3! 1 , � � (.:)_Bn ;!! ! 
polyhedral solid torus B • � there exists �integer N � � for 
m, n ? N � solid � Bm � Bn � con centric � � other � 
with B • 
Pr.oofl By Lemma 3.9 there is an integer N1 such that 0(Bn1 B) • 1 
if n � N1 • By Lemma 3. 10 there is an integer N2 such that the solid 
tori Bn and B are equivalently knotted if n � N2 • If N • max(N11 N2) 
it then follows from Theorem 2.4 that Bn and B are concentric if 
n > N .  
Now suppose that m > n � N • Since both En and Em are 
equivalently lmotted with B ,  it is clear that Bm and Bn are equivalent­
ly knotted. Since 0{Bn1 B)·• 0(Bm1 B) • 1 1 it follows from the product 
relation 
O(Bn, B) • 0 (Bn1 Bm) • O(Bm. B) 
that 0(Bn1 Bm) • 1 • Hence another application of 1heorem 2.4 suffices 
to show that Bn and Bm are concentric if m ::> n ;:: N • 
Lemma J.ll. Suppose � {En}: is � increasing sequence of �-
hedral � tori, with Bn C Tnt Bn+1 for n > 1 , � that 
f)(J 
0 Bn • Tnt B , with B being � polyhedral solid torus. Then there exi sts n•1 
an integer N such that O(B, Bn) • 1 for n ,::: N • - - - -
Proof: * There exists by Lemma 3 .6 a polyhedral solid torus B such 
that B* C Tnt B with O(B, B*) = 1 .. Since {Tnt Bn}: i s  an in­
creasing sequence of open sets covering the compact set B* , it follows 
that there is an integer N such that B* C Tnt Bn for 
since Bn C Tnt B , 
O (B, B*) • O(B, Bn) • O(Bn, B
*) 
n > N .  = Then; 
for n 2:' N • Since O(B, B*) .. 1 , and since O(B, Bn) and 0(Bn1 B*) 
are non-negative integers, it follows that 0 (B, Bn) • 1 for n � N • 
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Lemma 3 .12'. Suppose � {Bn}1 is � increasing sequence of � 
hedral solid tori, with Bn C Tnt Bn+1 for n � 1 , � � 
� 
�Bn • Tnt B , � B being ! polyhedral solid torus . Then there exists 
� integer N � � .  B an2_ Bn � equivalently kn� !!,  n > N • 
Proof: There is by Lemma 3 .6 a polyhedral solid torus B* interior 
to B such that B and B* are equivalently lmotted wi th Q(:B,, R!) • 1 • • 
Then by the PrOOf of Lemma 3.11 there is an integer N such that 
B* C Tnt Bn with 0 (Bn, B*) • 1 for r1 :?" N • The relation 
O (B, B*) • O(B,Bn) • O(Bn, B*) 
then impli es that O(B*, Bn) • 1 for n > N • 
Let k be a c enter line of B • Since B and B* are equivalently 
knotted with O(B, B*) • 1 ,  the proof of Theorem 2.4 shows that k is also 
a center line of B* • Let K be the lmot represented by k , and for each 
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n � N denote by bn the knot represented by a center line bn of the 
solid torus Bn , with k and bn so oriented that k ,-...� bn in Bn • 
Since k is interior to Bn and since 0(Bn1 k) • 0(Bn1 B*) • 1 for 
each n > N , it follows from [11, p .  171 ] that to each n � N there 
corresponds a knot Xn such that 
On the other hand, since bn is interior to the solid torus B w1 th 
O(B, bn) • OCB, Bn) • 1 for n > N , it follows similarly that to each 
n ;;;: N there corresponds a knot Yn such that 
But these two relations imply as in the proof of Theorem 3 .4 that the knots 
'K and bn are the same . Consequently the solid tori Bn and B are 
equivalently knotted for n > N • 
Theorem 3 .6. !! {�: !! � increasing sequence � polyhedral 
lj � tori, � Bn C Int Bn+1 !e.:: n � 1 ,  � � n•1Bn • Int B ,  
!!.!:!: B being .! EOlyhedral solid torus, then there exists � integer N 
� � !! m, n � N � � solid � Bm � Bn are ooncentrio 
with each other and with B ,. 
'Proofs There is by Le mma 3 ,.11 an integer N1 such that 
O {B, Bn) • 1 if n � N 1 • By Lemma 3 .12 there is an integer N2 such 
that Bn and B ��e equivalently knotted if n > N2 • Thus, if 
N • max{N11 N2) , it follows from Theorem 2.4  that B and Bn are c oncen­
tric for n > N • I.f m > n � N , Bm is by the same token ooncen-
tric with B and i t  then follows as in the proof o.f Theorem 3. 5  that B111 
and Bn are c o ncentric . 
C orollary 3 . 2 . Le t B be � polyhedral s olid � and consid er 
two sequenc es {En} 7 and {em} 7 of polyhedral 
(a) Bn C Int Bn+l for n � 1 and 
(b) Cm+l C Int Cm for m � 1 and 
s olid tori wi th 
t::P 
C) Bn "' Tnt B , n= l 
C\cm = B • 
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!h� there exi s ts � integer N such that if m, n i; N then Bn and 
em are c onc entri� wi th � _o t_h_e_r _a_nd_ Wl_._t_h B • 
Pro o f :  By The orem 3 .6 there i s  an integer N1 such that B and 
Bn are c on c entric if n :!: N1 • By The orem 3 a 5  there is an integer N2 
such that B and Cm are conc en tri c if m � N2 • Thus B i s  concen-
tric with both Bn and 'Cm i f m, n � N = max (N l ,  N 2 )  , and it may be 
sh own as in the proof o f  T heorem 3 . 5  that Bn and Cm are c once ntric . 
CHAPTER IV 
UNCOtN TABLE COLLECTIONS OF 
CONCENTRIC TORI 
The obj ect of this chapter is  to show that the 3-sphere s3 does 
not contain an uncountable collection of mutually disj oint tori, no two of 
which are c oncentric . It will be shown in particular that, if ;£/ is an 
uncountable collection of pairwise exclusive tori in s3 , � contains an 
uncountable subcollection � �  , each pair of whose members are concentric . 
Thi s will be accomplished by showing that uncountably many elements of � 
are limits from both sides (in an appropriate sense) of elements of � • 
' 
The results of Chapter III will ·then imply the existence of concentric tori 
in .if .. These results will be obtained first under the assumption that 
the tori in Jt are polyhedral. 'Ihis polyhedrali ty assumption will then be 
removed by application of Bing' s theorem [3 ] on the deformation of locally 
tame sets onto polyhedral ones .  
Theorem 4.1. There does not exist an uncountable collection of -. -
mutually disj oint polyhedral � !!!_ s3 , � � 2f which .!!!. concentric . 
Proofg Let Jl be an uncountable collection of mutually disj oint 
polyhedral tori in s3 • It will be shown that J/ contains a pair of con-
centric tori . 
Suppose that rif is indexed by a set A , so that ,/:1 • 
{'Ta :- a e A} .. • Since the closure of at least one of the two domains in 
s3 · c omplementary to a polyhedral torus is a polyhedral solid torus [1 ] 1  
there corresponds to each a e. A a polyhedral solid torus Ba such that 
Ta • Bd Ba • 
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Now there exists a pair of points a and b in s3 such that the 
collection ,b• of those tori in ,$1 which separate a and b in s3 
is uncountable [13 ] .  It follows that at least one of the se ts 
{a e. A .� a e.. Ba and Ta e si:! •} and {a E. A :  b €., Ba and Ta f- JJ � 
is unc ountable .  Assume it  is  the former, and denote by �� the collection 
�a t. b'' r a E Ba} • Thus ,�.t� is an uncountable subcOllection of r;/:1 , 
each element of which separates a and b in s3 , and such that Ta � �� 
implies a E.. Int Ba • Therefore iftn can be given a linear order by de­
fining Ta < T � if and only if Ba C Int B� [ 8, p. 154 ] .  Hence �n 
is an uncountable subcollection of Ji:t such that, if Ta and T � are any 
two tori in ?l:f , either Ba C Int B� or B� C Int Ba • It therefore 
may be assumed without loss that the original collection r/1 has thi s property. 
Now Whyburn [13] has shown that every uncountable non-separated collec­
tion ,lt of cuttings of a connected separable metric space M c ontains an 
uncountable subcollection .#* such that to each element T of ,If *  and 
each point p of M - T there corresponds an element T 1 of Ji:t * which 
separates T and p in M • 
Thus let T be an element of the subcollection Jt* of t!/ given 
by Whyburn1 s theorem and denote by B the corresponding solid torus bounded 
by T {according to the corr�spondence defined above) . It will next be 
shown that there is a sequence {Tn}: of tori in G* such that the corres­
ponding solid tori {Bn}
QO 
intersect in B • A sequence {en}
� 
of s olid 1 - 1 
tori with b oundaries in �* , and such that �Cn • Int B could be de-
fined similarly. 
There is in every neighborhood of a polyhedral solid torus B in s3 
a polyhedral solid torus C such that B C Int C [11, p .  181 ] .  It follows 
that a sequence {en}: of solid �ri c�n be chosen w:i. th Cn+1 C Int Cn 
for n ;;;_ 1 and such that B • Q1Cn • 
N ow  let p ! Bd C1 be an arbi tra.ry point of the bo1mdary of the 
solid torus c1 • There i s  then a torus Tp of the collection Ill* 
which separates p and T i n  s3 ., Denote by Dp the corresponding 
solid torus bounded by Tp • By the order as sumptlon on $ , either 
Dp . 
C Int B or B C Int Dp • But if Dp C Int B , Tp • Bd Dp c ould 
not separate p and T in s3 , because p e s3 - B • It must therefore 
be concluded that B C Int Dp so that p e s3 - Dp • 
Thus to each point p of Bd C1 there corresponds a solid torus 
Dp , whose boundary Tp i s  an element of .rb' , such that B C Int Dp 
while p e. s3 - Dp • The collection 
�
3 -
Dp}P e. Bd c1 
is c onsequently an open cover of the compact set Bd C1 and hence contains 
k 
a finite subcover {s.3 - ni} i•1 • Since the boundary Ti of each solid 
torus Di is an element of .Jlt- , and since � is ordered by interior in-
elusion, there is among the solid tori D1, • • •  , Dk one, s� Dj , such 
that Dj C Int Di if i r/ j , 1 � i ' k • Since 
k 
Bd c1 c U cs.3 - Di) 
i•1 
it follows that Bd c1 C: s3 - Dj • Therefore Dj i s  a solid torus , whose 
boundary is an element of J/ , such that B C Int Dj and Dj C Int C1 • 
Now define B1 • Dj • 
The definition of the sequence . {srJ: is continued by induction. Sup­
pose that the solid tori B1, • • •  , Bn , w:i. th boundaries in tJb' , have been 
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defined in such a way that 
B C: Int Bi for i = 1, • • • , n J 
Bi+1 C: Int Bi for i = 1, • • •  , n - 1 ; 
Bi C Int Ci for i = 1, • • •  , n • 
Now let p be an arbitrary point of Bd Bn U Bd Cn+1 • There 
exists as above a solid torus Dp , whose boundary Tp i s  an element of 
11 , such that B C: Int Dp while p e s3 - Dp • The c ollec tion 
�
3 
-
Dp
} p e Bd !ln L.: Bd Cn+l 
is  consequently an open cover of the compac t  set Bd Bn U Bd Cn+1 , so  
that, using the linear order in G as  above, a solid torus D}c is  found, 
whose boundary is an element of /;1 ,  such that B i s  interior to Dk 
while Dk is interior to both Bn and Cn+1 • Setting Bn+1 • Dk , the 
solid tori B1, B2 , • .. ,  Bn+1 have now been defined in such a way that 
B C: Int Bi for i • 1, • • •  , n + 1 ; 
�+1 C: Int Bi for i • 1, • •  o , n ;  
Bi C Int Ci for i ... 1, • • •  , n + 1 ; 
and with the tori Ti • Bd Bi for i • 1, o • • l n + 1 being elements of � • 
The sequence { Bn} 7 of solid polyhedral tori with boundari es {Tn}7 in 
is  thus d efined in such a way that B C: Int Bn 1 Bn+1 C Int Bn 1 and 
B C: Int Cn for each n 1 o Therefore 
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co 
so that B = c:\.Bn . 
Theorem 3 . 5  therefore applies to give an integer N such that, for 
m > n > N , the solid tori Bm and Bn are concentric . But the 
boundaries of the solid tori Bn and Bm are tori in .J?' • This com� . 
pletes the proof that s3 does not contain an uncountable collection of 
mutually disjoint polyhedral tori, no two of which are c oncentric . 
Looking ahead to the problem of removing the polyhedrality hypothesis 
in Theorem 4 .1, it might be well to note the steps in the proof at which this 
hypothesis was used . First, it was used in asserting that, if T � � , 
at least one of the components of s3 - T has a closure which is a s olid 
torus . Insofar as this is concerned, it would suffice to assume merely that 
the elements of G are tamely imbedded in s3 • Second, the assumption 
that the tori in � were polyhedral was used in finding a decreasing se­
quence {en}: of solid tori intersecti ng in a solid torus B bounded by a 
specified torus in r/1 • Here also the assumpti on that the tori in if are 
tame would suffice .  Third, this polyhedrality assumption was used in apply­
ing Theorem 3 . 5. Since Bing [ 5 ]  has shown that s3 does not contain un-
countably many mutually disjoint wild closed surfaces, there is no los s in 
generality in assuming that each torus in � is tamely imbedded in s3 • 
But there still remains the problem of obtaining an extension of Theorem 3 .5  
for which no polyhedrality assumption i s  neces sary. 
Definition 4.1.  A compact subset K of s3 is said to be tame in 
s3 if and only if there exists a homeomorphism of s3 onto itself which 
carries K onto a polyhedron. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose � K is .! compact � subset E.£. s.3 • �, 
given E > 0 , there exists � homeomorphism f of s3 onto itself 
3$ 
which 
(a) carries K onto ! POlyhedron, 
(b) moves � point ! distance � �  € 1 
(c) is � identi. ty £!:, s3 - S (K, E) , where S (K, E) denotes the 
set � !!! points whose distance � K is � � €. • 
Proof: Lemma 4.1 is a special case of Theorem 9 of [3 ] ,  which states 
that, if K is a locally tame closed subset of a triangulated 3-manifold 
M wi th  boundary (possibly vacuous) , and if C i s  a cloBed subset of M 
such that K is locally polyhedral at each point of K n C , with tJ a 
positive continuous function on M - C , then there exists a homeomorphism 
f of M onto itself such that x • f(x) if x E. C , f(K) is a polyhe­
dron and f'{x,f(x) ) < ,f(x) if x E., M - C ( f' denotes the metric in M) . 
In applying this theorem take M • s3 , C • s3 - S (K, t) , and tJ(x) 11 E 
on S (K, E) • The homeomorphism f then given by Bing' s theorem is clearly 
a homeomorphism of s3 onto itself satisfying the requirements of the lemma• 
Theorem 4. 2. Suppose that {Bn}: !!_ ! sequence .2!, � � !2:! � 
s3 � Bn+1 C Int Bn !2!, n � 1 , � � Q1Bn • K !!_ either ! 
� simple closed � .9r. !  � !!,2lid torus. � � exists !!! !!!.!:!-
ger N � � � solid � Bm � Bn � concentric .!!, m > n � N • 
�: Let g be a homeomorphism of s3 onto itself which carries 
K onto a polygonal simple closed curve or a polyhedral solid torus, according 
as K is a tame simple closed curve or solid torus respectively. 
For each n � 1 1 denote by Tn the tame torus bounding the solid 
torus Bn , and define 
If Un .,. S (g (Tn) , En) for each n � 1 , then clearly Um n Un "" 0  
(the e mpty se t is denoted by 0 ) whenever m 1 n • 
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Fbr each n � 1 1 let fn be a homeomorphism of s3 onto i tself 
which 
(a) carri es g (Tn) onto a polyhedron, 
(b) moves each point a distance less than �n , 
(c) i s  the identity on s3 - Un o 
The exis tence of such homeomorphisms i s  given by Lemma 4.1. Then define a 
mapping f on s3 by 
f (x) 
{X if 
• fn (x) 
co 
x s s3 - U un Il'"'1 
i f  X 6 Un 
Since the identity i s  1 - 1 0 on s3 - n=1Un 1 and since fn i s  a homeomor• 
phism of Un onto itself, i t  is clear that f is a 1 - 1 mapping of s3 
onto i tself. It i s  also clear that f is continuous at e ach point of 
s3 - g (K) , since f agrees with the identity in some neighborhood of e ach 
Q) 
. 
point of s3 - g (K) - �Cl Un , and wi th fn in some neighborhood of a 
point of Un , while fn matches with the identity in a continuous manner 
at each point of Bd Un • 
To show that f is a homeomorphism of s3 onto itself, it therefore 
suffices to show that f is continuous at each point of g(K) 1 bec ause s3 
is c ompact and Hausdorff. Since f is the identity Qn the closed se t g (K) 
it hence  suffices  to show that if {Xk}7 is a sequenc e of points of 
s3 - g (K) c onverging to a point x of Bd g(K) 1 then the sequence 
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[ f (X)()J: converges t o  X o Since f(XJc) • X}{ if Xk e g3 • .;;>1Un 1 it 
may be assumed without loss  that each point Xk of the sequence lies  in 
one of the sets Un , say Unk , so  that 
for each k � 1 • It is cle ar  that lim nk • (!3:) • For otherwise, if - k..::,.. oo 
there were an integer N such that ll}c < N for infinitely many values 
of k , then infinitely many points or the sequence f xk}7 would lie in 
s3 - g {BN) , which would contradict the fact that { JEk }; converges to 
x e. g (K) , since g (Bw) contains g {K) in its i nterior. It follows that 
lim enk k--ill>iiD 
lim .1. 
k � nk 
lim fJ(Xk, f (Xk:)) • 0 
k__,..� 
Consequently lim f (xk) • lim xk • x • f(x) so that f i s  continuous at 
k�C:O k� 
X • Therefore f is a homeomorphism of s3 onto i tself. 
If h = fg , then h is a homeomorphism of s3 onto itself carrying 
K and each of the solid tori Bn onto a polyhedron . Then {h (Bn>}: i s  a 
sequence of polyhedral s olid tori such that h(Bn+1) C Int h (Bn) for 
rtJ!) 
n > 1 , and with ( . )  h (Bn) • h (K) • g {K) being either a polygonal clos ed == n•1 
curve or a polyhedral solid torus .. I t  then follows from Theorems 3 .3 and 
3 .5 that there exists an i nteger N such that h (Bm) and h (Bn) are e on­
centric for m > n ,;;: N o But Cl (Bn - Bm) • Cl h-l. [h (Bn) - h (Bm) ] 
• h-1. Cl[h(Bn) - h(Bm) ] so that Bm and Bn are concentric for 
m > n ,: N .  
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Example 4 ol . The c onclusion of Theorem 4o2' does not necessarily 
hold if K i s  a � simple closed curve o For ins tance suppose that K 
is  a simple close d  curve in whi ch an infinite sequence of "trefoil knots" 
have been tied, in such a manner that they converge to a single point, as 
in the figure belowo This curve is virtually equivalent to that obtained 
by j oining the endpoints of the wild arc described in Example 1.4 of [ 6 ) .  
I t  i s  apparent that K can be represented as the intersection of a de­
creasing sequence {B�7 of polyhedral s olid tori, with the center line 
of Bn being equivalent to the knot product of n trefoils . It follows 
from Theorem 2 o4  that no two of these solid tori are c oncentric, since no 
two are equivalently knotted. 
Lemma 4 ., 2o Suppose � B1.1) B2, B3 !!.!!, � solid 12.!:! i!! g3 
with B1 C Int B:a � B2 C Int B) ., � B:a. !!!!! B) !!:! concen­
� !.f. � only g: B2 !! c oncentric !!!£ � B1 and BJ • 
Proofg It  clearly involves no loss in generality to assume that 
B:a.9 Ba1 BJ are polyhedral, since they can be carried onto polyhedra by a 
homeomorphism of s3 onto i tself., 
If B2 is concentric with both B1 and B3 , then B:a., B2 , B3 
are equivalently knotted with ()(BJ1 Bz } • ()(Ba1 B1} • 1 by Theorem 2.4. 
Then 
O (BJ, Bl.) !ll 0(B3.9 k) 
.. 0(B3j) B2) 0 0(B2, k) 
... 0(B3, B2 ) 0 0(B2 , Bl.) 
... 1 
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by [ll.ll P o  175] .. I t  then follows from Theorem 2.4  that B1 and B3 are 
concentric o 
Conversely suppose that B1 and BJ are concentric . It follows 
from Theorem 2.4  that B:n. and B3 are equivalently knotted with 
0 (B3, B:n.) = 1 • Since Q(B3, B1) = O (BJ,  B2) " 0 (B2, B1) , it follows 
that Q (B3.1l B2) • Q (B2 .9 B:n.) • 1 • It can be shown as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.10 that B:n..9 B2 , B3 are equivalently knotted, so that Theorem 2. 4 
applies to show that B2 is  concentric with both B1  and B3 • 
It is now possible to prove in complete generality the theorem on 
uncountable collections of tori in s3 • 
Theorem 4.3.. Suppos2, � if � � uncountable collection of 
mutually �joint � �  the 3-sphere s3 • � .£1 contains � �­
countable subcollection /;/* � � � � � � s!J* � concan-
tric . 
Proofg Since s3 does not contain uncountably many mutually dis• 
j oint wild closed 2-manifolds [ 5 ) ,  it may be assumed that each torus in 
JH is tame . · Thus there corresponds to each torus Ta f, if a solid torus 
Ba such that Ta = Bd Ba [1 L It may also be assumed as in the proof of 
Theorem 4 .,1 that, given Ta and T� i.n if ,  either Ba C Tnt B� or 
B� C Int Ba • It ·is then shown by the method used in the proof of 
Theorem 4 .. 1 that � contains a sequenc e {Tn}:: of tori such that 
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Bn+1 C Int Bn for n :: 1 9 and such tha t  B0 "" C\_Bn • Theorem 4.2 
therefore applies to find an integer N such that Tm and Tn are con­
centric for m > n � N • Consequen tly s3 does not contain an un­
countable collection of mutually disjoint tori , no two o f  which are con-
centric . 
Now define _ Ta rv T � i f  and only if either Ta • T� or Ta and 
T� are concentric ., As a consequence of the assumpti on that >II is linearly 
ordered by interior inclusion as above, Lemma 4o 2 implies that this relation 
is an equivalence relation in J?il ., There is thereby induced a decomposi­
ti on  of Jl into mutua lly disjoint equivalence classes , such that two tori 
in J1 are elements of the same equivalence class if and only if they are 
concentric., An application of the Axiom of Choice gives a collection ·� 
containing exactly one element o f  each equivalence class . Since no two 
tori in :>{ are concentric, it follows that ";,1- must be countable . Si nce 
the union of a countable number of sets is countable, one of the equivalence 
classes must be uncountable . Denote by ;/;!* this uncountable class . '!ben 
Jt* is an uncountable subcollection of b such that any two tori in J/1 * 
are concentric . 
CHAPTER V 
EQUIVALENTLY SITUATED TORI 
In this chapter there is considered a relationship between poly­
hedral solid tori in s3 which is a natural generalization of the rela-
tionship of concentricity" 
Definition 5.1. Two polyhedral solid tori B1 and Ba in s3 
are said to be equivalently situated if and only if there exists a third 
polyhedral s olid torus B which is interior to both B1 and B2 and is 
c oncentric with each. 
The orem 5 . 1 .  � polyhedral � tori B1 and B2 :!.!: s3, � in­
terior to � � �  equivalently situated if � only !! thez !!:.!  �-
centric ., 
Proof� To prove th e necessity, suppose that B1 and B2 are 
equivalently situated with di sj oint boundaries o Then, by Definition 5.1, 
there exists a polyhedral solid torus B which is interior to both B1 
and B2 and which is concentric with both., Then any center line of B i s  
also a center line of both B 1  and B2 (see the proof of Theorem 2.4) . 
Now, from the assumptions, i t follows that ei ther B1 C Int Ba or 
B2 C: Int B1 ., Suppose the former inclusion holds o  Theorem 2 .4 then im­
plies that B,  B1$ and B2 are equivalently knotted with () (B1, B) 
... O CB2, B) "" 1 .. But then 
so  Theorem 2.4 applies to show that B1 and B2 are concentric . 
To prove the sufficiency, suppose that B 1  and B2 are concentric 
with B1 C:: Int B2 • Lemma 3 . 6  then gives a polyhedral solid torus B 
which i s  interior to  and concentric with B� • Lemma 4 . 2  then impli es 
that B is  also c oncentric with B2 • Consequently B1 and B2 are 
equivalently situated. 
Lemma 5 .. 1 .  If B � B* � concentric polyhedral soli9_ tori, 
� if B1 � B2 � � polyhedral solid tori, each containing B in 
its in·terior a.nd each contained i.n the interior of 
- -- -- - - �  -
� equivalently si tuated. 
and B2 
Proof & From Lemma 4. 2 i t  follows that B1 and B2 are both c on-
centric with B • Therefore B1 and B2 are equivalently situated. 
Definition 5 . Zo Suppose that {En}: i s  a sequence of homeomorphic 
compact sets in s3 • Tt is  said that the sequence { Bn}: converges 
homeomorphically to B0 if and only if there exists a sequence { EnJ: 
of posit:i.ve numbers, converging to zerojl and a sequence {hn}: of homeo­
morphisms,  with hn carrying Bn onto B0 in such a way that 
p(x, hn (x) ) < E n for every x �- Bn , where f is the standard metric 
.for s3 0 
Theorem 5.,  2 • .  Suppose � { Bn}: � 2; :sequence � polyh� solid 
tori !!: s3 c onverging homeomorphically � the polyhedral � torus B • 
� there exists � integer N � �· Bn � B !!:!. equivalently 
situated for n ::: N o 
Proof g By Lemma 3 o6  choose two polyhedral solid tori B' and B"' 1 
each of which is concentric wi ·th B , with B V  interior to B and B 
interior to B• • It follows from the proof of Theor�m 2.4  that each center 
line k of B V  is  also a c ommon center line of B and B" • Define 
a.1 = min {f(Bd Bil Bd B ' ) ,  f(Bd B, Bd B")} 
Then choose a fixed interior point P ' of B '  , a fixed point p "  of 
s3 - B• , and define 
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Now let � hn}� be a sequence of homeomorphisms , hn taking Bn onto B 
with 
max f [x.�� hn(x) ) -: €n 
x E Bn 
where {En}7 is a sequence of positive numbers converging to zero.  Choose 
an integer N such that E n "'-. a. if n � N ., 
If n =: N and y e. Bd Bn , it then follows that 
fJ (y, Bd B) tiC.. ct1 o 
Therefore Bd Bn is exterior to B 9  and interior to B� o Either 
B '  C Int Bn or Bn C s3 - Bt ., Suppose the latter inclusion holds . 
Since P ' E. B' C B 11 there must exist a point q e.. Bn such that 
hn (q) "' P' • But this implies that 
f (q, hn (q) ) • f' (q, pv ) 
� f(p t , Bd B' ) 
::. a 
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which i s  a c ontradictiono Tt follows that B 1  C Int Bn • I t  may be 
sh own si.mi.larly that Bn C Int B •  • 
Thus B 1  i s  i nteri or to both B and Bn and both B and Bn are 
interior to Bn , n > N • Since B '  and B• are concentric, this im-
pli es by Lemma 5 o l  that B and Bn are equivalen tly situated i f  n � N .. 
Lemma 5 . 2'... The � p olyhedral � � B1 and B:a in s3 are 
equivalently s ituated if and only if they have !:. c ommon center line k • 
Proofg To prove the necessity:� suppose that B1 and B2 are equi-
-valently situated . Then there is a polyh edral s olid torus B i n terior to 
both B2 and 32 and concen tric wi th  both. If k i s  any center line of 
B , it may be seen as in the proof of The orem 2.4 that k is a c ommon cen-
ter line of and B2 • 
Conversely, suppose that k is a c ommon c en ter line of B1 and B2 • 
Then choose a s olid torus B i nterior to both B1 and B; and h aving k 
as a center line . I t  is then clear that B1 and B2 are b oth concentric 
wi th B , and are therefore equivalently si tuated .  
Theorem 5.3. '!he � p olyhedral solid � B1 !!:2. B2 in s3 
are equivalently si tuated i f  and o nly if they � equivalently knotted and 
B2 � !! center � b2 inte ri or to B1 !!!.!:!: Q(B1, b2) = 1 • 
Proof: Suppose that B1 and B2 are equivalently situated . Then 
by Le��a 5 . 2  they share a c ommon c enter line s o  that the conclusion of the 
theor em is immedi ate .  
Conversely, suppose th at B1 and B2 are equivalently knotted and 
that B2 has a c en ter line b1 i nterior t o  B2 with C(B1, b2) = 1 • 
Then choose a polyhedral s olid torus B interior to both B1 and B2 and 
having b2 as a c enter line . Since B and B2 have a c ommon ' c enter line 
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wi th B C Int B2 , it is clear that B and B2 are equivalently 
J..:notted with 0 (B:a j) B) "' 1 • Therefore B and B2 are concentric . 
Since B� and B2 are equivalently knot ted and B and B2 have a com-
mon center 1ine » i t  follows that B:n. and B are equivalently knotted. 
But ()(B19 B) � 0(B1j b2) • 1 • Hence B:n. and B are concentric .  It 
follows that B:n. and B2 are equivalently situated .  
Throughout the remainder o f  this chapter any two polyhedral solid 
tori B1 and B2 considered together will be assumed to have boundaries 
T:n. and T2 re spe ctively which are in relative general position, so that 
T:n. n T2 consi s t:s :)f a finite number of mutually disj oint simple closed 
polygons [9].. This assumption involves no  loss of generality, since in 
any c a s e  sucl: a situation c an be obtained by a semilinear deformation on 
T1 which is the identity outside an arbitrary pre as signed neighborhood 
of T:1 n T2 [ 9 ] .  
� 5 o :3o Suppose � B1 and B2 � equivalentlz situated 
polyhedral � �  !!lth boundaries T1 � T2 respectively. If m 
is  2; component of T1 n T2 which is  a meridian on 
Proo:f' g Suppose to the contrary that m is  nullhomologous on T2 , 
and let D be the disk on T2 which i s  bounded by m • 'l'hen each c om­
ponen1:, of D n T1 is also nullhomologous on T2 , and each such com-
pcment9 being di.:sjoint with the meridi an m of T1 1 is either a meridian 
on T:n. or i� nullhomologous on T:n. • Since there is only a finite number 
of these  components of D rl T:n. , there must be at least one such component 
s (possibly m itself) which is  a meridian on T1 , but which is  such that 
e ach c omponent of D (l T:n. , lying in the disk C on D bounded by s 1 
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nullhomologous on T::n. o If T:�. n Int C • 0 1 then C i s  a meri­
d i an di s k  of B1 and hence intersects every center line of B1 • Since 
C is a subdisk of D and D li e s  on T2 1 it follows in this case that 
every center line of B1 intersects T2 • 
S uppose, on the other hand, that Tl. n Int c ., 0 I and le t k 
be a c enter line of B1 • '!hen le t a be a c omponent o f  T1 n Int C 
whi:::h contains no other such componen t in its interior (on C) • Denote 
by X the subdisk of C bounded by a and by Y the subdisk of T1 
bounded by a. o Then define C '  "" (C - X) U Y , and d eform C '  semi­
linearly away from T1 in a sufficiently small nei ghborhood of Y that 
no new intersecti ons wi th k are i ntroduced . The disk C 8  thus obtained 
is bound ed by s and intersects T1 in exactly those c omponents , other 
than a , in which C intersec ted T1 • After a finite number of s teps of 
this kind there is obtained a disk c* which i s  bounded by s , whose in­
terior d oe s  not intersec t T1 1 and which inter se c ts k in only those points 
in which C intersected k • Since c* is then a meridi an disk of B1 1 
i t  mus t  intersec t  k in at leas t one point. Henc e C i nt ersects k in at 
le ast one point. But C is a dis k  on T2 1 s o  i t  follows that k and T2 
intersec t in at lea s t  one point. 
Thus it follows in either c ase th at T2 i ntersec ts every center 
line of B 1  • But this c ontradic ts the fac t that, by Lemma .5 .  z, B1 and B2 
have a c ommon center line . Consequently m c ould not h ave been null-
homologous on T2 • 
Corollary .5. 1 ,.  Suppose � B1 and B2 � knotted equivalently 
s i tuated polyhedral solid tori � boundaries T1 � T2 respec ti velz, 
.a.� let m be � c omponent of TJ. n T2 • Then m is a meridian curve of 
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Pr oofg Suppose that m i..s a merid i an curve on B 1  • Sinc e  m i s  
then an unknotted simple closed curve on th e  bound ary T2 of the knotted 
solid torus B2 , i t  follo1trs th a t  m must be either nullhomologous on T 2  
or a meridian curve o f  B2 [11, P o  164 ] .  Lemma 5.3 then implies tha t  m 
i s  a meridian curve on B2 • Similarly, if m i s  a merid i an curve on B 2  1 
i t  muat also be a meridian curve of B 1  • 
Lemma 5 . 4. � B 1  aE._d_ B 2  be two equivalently s ituate� polyhed r al 
s olid tori �ich �!'� Eot� _!,nterior to � concentr i c  with � p olyhedral 
s olid torus B • If n i s  a c omponent of Bd B 1  n B d  B 2  which i s  a lati -
- -- .._ � - --
- - -
tude curve on Bd B:�. , � n is �!:. nullhomolo gous � Bd B 2  • 
Proof: Since, by Lemma 5. 2, B 1  and B 2  have a c ommon center line , 
e i ther both are knotted or both are unknotted . r f  B 1  and B1 are knot ted 
solid tori, then n is a knotted simple clo s ed curve, since a latitude curve 
of a polyhedral solid torus i s  equivalent to its c enter line [111 p .  160 ].  
But a eurve which i s  nullhomologous o n  a torus must neces sarily be unknotted . 
Therefore n r� ·mnot be nullhomologous on Bd B 2  • 
Suppose , ··m the other hand , that B 1  and B2 are unknotted . Then 
of c ourse B i s  also unknotte d .  Defi ne C = Cl (s3 - B) and Ci • Cl (s3 - Bi ) 
.for i = 1, 2 • Then c, C 1, and C2 are unkn otted polyhedral s olid tori 
[11, p .  16h ] with C interi or .:-o both C 1  and C2 and c oncentric with 
e ach . Thus C:�. and C2 are equivalently s i tuated . Since n i s  a lati tude 
curve on B 1  , i t  i s  non-nullhomologous on Bd B1 and bounds a d i sk D whose 
interior lies in s3 - B1 • Tnt C1 • It follows. that n is a meridian curve 
on C� • Lemma 5 . 3  then implie s  that n cannot be nullhamologous on 
Bd B:a .. Bd C2 • 
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Lemma· §,i:p_e.o� � B1 &."'ld B.a � � equivalently �at� 
polyE:!:d:::-a� �"=·= _to=r! ::P!.?E. � int�ri.<::: � � c oncentric � the poly-
hed:ral so lid tor'U.iS B o If fl i s ,!! component 2.£ Bd Bl. n Bd Ba which 
- -�·-- �---...u.-·� on Bd B 1  , � s ·� � nullhomologous � Bd B 2  ., 
Proo Le t D be a di sk on Bd B1 b ounded by s 9 and suppose 
first that D f1 Bd B2 • 0 " Then s i s  either a meridian curve on 
Bd B2 IP a 1 atitude curve on Bd B2 , or is nullhomologous in Bd B2 � But 
i f  s wer e a meridi.an curve on Bd B2 .9 Lemma 5 ., 3 would imply that s i s  
not nu11homoJ..ogous on Bd B 'l  SJ while i f  s were a latitude curve o n  B d  B2 1 
Lemma 5.,4 would imply that s not nullhomologous in Bd B1 o The curve 
s must therefore9 in thi s  case , be nullhomologous on Bd B2 o 
If!> on the othe!' hand$) I nt D n Bd Ba r/ 0 , denote by rl., • •  o 1 rk 
the components of In1; D n Bd B :a  .. Each of these components must be null-
homc-logous on Bd B :n.  :. s o  d enote by Dt the subdisk of D b ounded by ri 
for ::_ i .o:= k " Sinc e the number of these components is finite, there 
mus t  leas t one$) say rj » such that Int Dj n Bd B8 • 0 • The 
argument o f  the precedlng paragraph then shows that rj i s  also nullhomolo-
gous on Bd B� " Henc e denote by c ., J the disk on Bd B 2  which i s  bounded 
by rj " '!hen deflne nu "' (D .. Dj ) U Cj {) and deform D' semilinearly 
away :rrom Bd B2 in a neighborhood of Cj to obtain a disk D" b ound ed by 
s and having only k - 1 c omponents of intersection with Bd B 2  (in its in­
ter.io:::-) o After k steps of this kind a disk D* i s  obtained which i s  
bounded by s an d  whoae interi or doe:s not intersect B d  B a  • 'lhe argument 
of the pr eced ing paragraph then appli e s  to show that s i s  nullhomologous 
on Bd B2 ., 
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polY!;edral solid tori � boundaries T1 and T2 respectively. Let B 1  
and B •  be � concentric polyhe'dral solid tori , � B 1  interi or to both 
B1 � B2 » and � B"" containing � B1 and B2 !,!: � interior . 
� � exists _:: semill � homeomorphism h of s3 � itself, � 
is  � identity � B U (s3 - B") , � � � compone� £! h (Tl.) (\ T2 
is  nullhomologous on either h (T1) or T2 • - - ---
Proofg Le t r1, 1K be the components of T1. (l T2 1 each of 
which is  nullhomologous on either T1 or T 2  • By Lemma 5.5  each of these 
components is nullhomologous on both T1 and T2 • Henc e  denote by Ci and 
D! the disks on T1 and T2 re spectively bounded by ri , i • 1, • • •  , k .  
Since the number of nullhomologous components of intersection of T1 
and T2 is  finite, there must exist a component rj such that the disk Dj 
on T2 contains no nullhomologous component of T1. n T2 in its interior.  
Then the two disks Cj and Dj i ntersect only in their common boundary, so 
that Cj U Dj is a polyhedral z;..sphere . Since Cj U Dj C Int B• 1 one 
of' the components of s3 - (Cj L.J Dj) must be interior to B "';  denote by A 
this open )-cell bounded by Cj U Dj • Since Cj U Dj C s3 - B 1  , clear­
ly either B 1  C A or A C s3 - B '  • But B '  C A C Int B 11  implies that 
O (B"", B 1 )  .,. 0 [11, p.  173 ) , �nd by Theorem 2.4 this contradic.ts the fact 
that, by hypothesis, B '  and B "  are concentric . It follows that 
A C int (B11 - B t )  • 
Now define 
Since Int Dj n T1. • 0 , it is  clear that M intersects the 2'-sphere 
only in the simple closed polygon rj , and that M n A • 0 • 
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A theorem of Graueb [ 7, Satz 12 ] then implies the existence of a semilinear 
homeomorphism f of s3 onto itself which is the identity on M and which 
carries Cj onto Dj , so that f(T1) • (T1 - Cj ) U Dj • Now let U be 
a neighborhood of Dj contained in B• - �� and let g be a semilinear 
homeomorphism of s3 onto itself which deforms f(T1) away from T2 in U 
and which is the identity outside U • If h1 • gf' , then h1 is a semilinear 
homeomorphism of s3 onto itself which is the identity on B' U (s3 - B•) 
and which is such that the nullhomologous components of h1(T:�.) (l T2 are 
exactly the nullhomologous components of T1 (l T2 , except for those which 
are contained in Cj n T:a • Consequently h1 (T:�.) n Ta has fewer null• 
homologous components than does T1 n Ta • 
By a finite sequence of such semilinear homeomorphisms of s3 onto 
itself, each the identity on B '  U (s3 - B") , all of the nullhomologous com­
ponents of T1 . (l  T2 are finally eliminated. 
Theorem 5.4. Suppose � B:�. � B2 .!!:! two equivalently situated 
polyhedral solid !:2!i !,!! s3 • � B' and B• � � concentric polyhedral 
� tori, � B '  interior !:2, � B1 � B2 , � � B• containip.g 
� B1 � Ba !,!! � interior. Then there exists a semilinear homeo­
morphism h of s3 � itself carrying B2 � B1 .!!!2 � � h .!!_ 
� identity � B' U (s3 - B) • 
Proof: According to Lemma 5.6, it may be assumed that no component of 
T1 n Ta , where T:�. • '9d B:�. and Ta • Bd B2 , is nullhomologous on either 
T1 or Ta . If T1 n Ta • 0 , then Theorem 5.1  implies that B1 and B2 
are concentric. It then follows from Theorem 2 .4  that B1 and B2 are 
equivalently knotted and that ()(B2 , B1) • 1 • Consequently there exists 
[11, P •  1 78 ]  a semi linear homeomorphism h of s3 onto itself carrying B2 
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onto B 1  and which is  the identity outside a prescribed neighborhood of 
Cl (B2 - B3.) • 
Suppose on the other hand that T'l () T2  � 0 , and let 
s1, • • •  , sk be the components of T'l n T2 • Since  each of these com-
ponents i s  non-nullhomologous on both T1. and T2 each pair of such com-
ponents separates both T1. and T2 into a pair of annular rings . Enumerate 
the c ollection of all such annular rings on T1 in a finite sequence 
R1., • • • , Rm . The number of these annular rings being finite, there must be 
at least one, say Rj , whose interior does not contain a component of 
T1. n T2 • Then denote by Sj ' and Sj ". the closures of the two annular 
rings into which T2 is  separated by Bd Rj • Since Sj ' ([ Rj 
• Sj " n Rj • Bd Rj • Bd Sj ' • Bd sj • , it follows [ 11, p.  165 ] that 
the tori Sj 1 U Rj and Sj •· U Rj bound solid tori Aj ' and Aj " res­
pectively interior to B"' • It is immediate that Int Aj ' n Int Aj " • 0 • 
Since clearly B2 C: Aj ' U Aj " and B '  C: Int B2 by hypothesis,  and 
since B '  i s  a connected set intersecting neither Bd Aj ' nor Bd Aj " , 
it follows that either Aj ' or Aj " contains B '  in its interior .  If 
B'  C Int Aj '  define Sj • Sj " , and if B '  C I nt Aj "' then define 
Sj a Sj ' • Thus i s  defined an annular ring Sj on T2 with Bd Sj • Bd Rj 
and wi th Rj LJ Sj bounding a polyhedral solid torus Aj which is  in­
terior to Bft - B'  • 
Now define 
Since  T2 n Int Rj • 0 , it is clear that M i ntersects the torus 
Rj lJ Sj only in the pair of simple closed curves Bd Rj • Bd Sj 1 and 
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that M d oes not in ter sect Tnt Aj • There i s  therefore [11, p. 165 ] a 
semilinear homeomorphism f of s3 onto itself which is the iden tity on 
M and which c arri es Sj onto Rj , s o  that f (T2) • (Ta - Sj) l) Rj • 
Now le t U be a nei ghborhood of Rj c ontained in B8 - B '  and le t g 
be a semilinear homeomorphism of s3 onto i tself which deforms f (T 2) 
away from T1 i nside U and which is the id enti ty outside U • If 
h1 • gf , then h1 is a s emi linear homeomorphism of s3 onto itself 
which i s  the identity on B '  U (s3 - B•) and which i s  such that h1 (T2) 
intersects T1 i n  precisely those components of T1 n T:a whi ch are 
contained in T2 - Sj • Thus h1 (T2 ) i ntersects T1 in fewer c omponents 
than did T2 • By a fini te se quence of such semi linear homeomorphisms of 
s3 onto itself, each the identity on B1  L) (s3 - B") , all of the com-
ponents of inters ection of T l.  and T 2  are consequently elimin ated.  Thus 
is obtained a semi line ar  homeomorphism p of s3 onto i tself, the identity 
on B '  U (s3 - B•) 1 such that ,(T1 ) n T1 • 0 • Tt then follows 
from Theorem 5.1 that the polyhedral solid tori B1 and p(B2) are con­
centric and hence that there exi sts a semi line ar home omorphism � of s3 
ont o itself which i s  the identity on B'  LJ (s.3 - B•) and which carries 
tJ (B2) onto B1 • 
If finally h • y; r/ , then h i s  evid ently the mapping required by 
the Theorem• 
CHAP TER VI 
TAME CURV!S IN THE mREE-SPHERE 
The purpose of this chapter is to obtain a new characterization of 
tame simple closed curves in s3 , using certain concepts involving con­
centric tori together wi th the characterization of Harrold, Griffith, and 
Posey [lO J .  
Definition 6.1. The set X in s3 is said to be locally polyhedral 
at p c,. s3 if and only if there i s  some closed neighborhood N of p in 
s3 whose intersection with X i s  empty or is a finite polyhedron. The set 
X is called locally polyhedral modulo Y (mod Y) if and only if it  i s  
locally polyhedral at each point o f  s3 - y • 
Definition 6. �. The simple clo sed curve J in s3 is said to be 
locally peripherally unknotted if and only if, to e ach E :> 0 and to  each 
x e J , there corresponds a topologic al 2-sphere K such that 
(a) K C S (x, €)  1 
(b) K i s  loc ally polyhedral mod J , 
(c) X e Int K , 
(d) K n J consists of exactly two points . 
Defini tion 6.3. The simple clo sed curve J in s3 is said to be 
loc ally unknotted if and only if, to each point x E J , there corresponds 
a disk G such that 
(a) G is locally polyhedral mod J , 
(b) G n J i s  an arc , 
(c) G n J is the closure of a neighborhood of X relative to J • 
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Definiti on 6.4. The simple closed curve J i n  s3 is said to 
have the enclosure property if and only if, to each E > 0 , there corres­
ponds a polyhedral torus which is contained in S (J,  €) and which c ontains 
J i n  i ts i nteri or . 
Defini tion 6 .5. The simple clo sed curve J i n  s3 i s  said to have 
the concentral enclosure proEerty if and only if there exists a decreasing 
sequence of mutually concentric polyhedral solid tori inters ecting in J • 
Some use will be made in this chapter of the following elementary por-
ti ons of the theory of linking numbers as set forth in Chapter II of the 
book Topologie by Alexandroff and Hopf [2 ] .  !he linking number of two cycles 
z1 and z2 is denoted by t/(z1, z2) • 1J(z2, z1) • If z1 and z2 are 
di sj oint simple c losed curves in s3 ," and z1 is the boundary of a disk D 
such that D and z2 are i n  relative general posi ti. on, then 1 V(z1, z8) I 
must be zer o if D n .Z2 • 0 and must be 1 i f  D n Zz i s  a point. 
In the latter c ase it wi ll be s aid that zl. and Z2 � each other . 
Definition 6.6 . The s imple closed curve J i s  said to pierce ! 
disk at the point x e. J i f  and only if there exis ts a disk D · such that 
(a) D i s  locally polyhedral mod J , 
(b) D n J • X , 
(c) Bd D links J • 
As i s  well known, the examples of Fox and Artin [6) show that the 
properties of local peripheral unknottedness and loc al unknottedness are in-
dependent. The concentral enclosure property clearly implies the enclosure 
property, and Harrold [9 ] has shown that loc al peripheral unknottedness als o  
implies the enclosure property. However, example 4.1 shows that neither of 
these impli cations can be reversed . · 
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Theorem 6.1.  If J i s  � locally peripheralll unknotted simple 
closed curve in s3 1 � J pierces !! � at � point .£!: ! �untable 
'dense subset of J • 
Proofs The proof of this theorem i s  implicit in the proof of 
Lemma 5 . 2 of [10 ] .  
An arc A i n  s3 i s  said to have the enclosure property if and 
only if, given E > 0 , there exists a polyhedral 2-sphere K which con­
tains A in i ts interior and which is contained in the E -neighborhood of 
A • It i s  easily seen that s3 - A is  homeomorphic to the complement of a 
standard segment, that is, is an open 3-cell, if and only if A has the 
enclosure property. The following theorem indicates that the concentral en-
closure property plays somewhat the same role for simple closed curves as 
does the enclosure property for arcs .  
Theorem 6.  2. Yf � simple closed curve J in s3 has the concen-
tral enclosure property, � there � �  polygonal knot K in s3 such 
that s3 - J and s3 - K � homeOIIlorphic .  
Proof: Let {Bn}: be a s equence of concentric polyhedral solid 
tori intersecting in J • Define U1 • Cl (s3 - B1) and Un • Cl (Bn-1 - Bn) 
for n • 2, 31 • • • • T.hen let K be a polygonal knot of the same knot 
type as the tori Bn 1 and let {en}� be a sequence of concentric poly­
hedral solid tori intersecting in K , each having K as a center line 
[ll,P o  177] o Define V1 • Cl (s3 - C1) and Vn • Cl(Cn_1 - Cn) for 
n = 2, 3, • • • • 
Since Schubert (11, p .  180 ]  has shown that, given any two equiva­
lently knotted polyhedral solid tori B and C in s3 , there is a semi• 
linear homeomorphism of s3 onto itself carrying B onto C 1 it follows , 
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that there exists a semilinear homeomorphism g carrying U1 onto V1 • 
i 
Suppose now that the domain of g has been extended so as to carry �1Un i 
homeomorphically onto �Vn • Then, since Bf and Bi+l. are concentric 
and ci and ct+1 are concentric, Ui+l. and Vi+l. are both homeomorphic 
to the topological product of a torus and an intervalo It follows that g 
1+1 
can be 
i+1 
further extended so as to carry U Un homeomorphically onto 
n=1 
�1Vn o Continuing by induction, g is extended homeomorphically so that 
finally 
� 
But LJ Un • s3 - J n=1 and LJvn • s3 - K , so that g is a homeomorphism .n•l. 
of s3 - J onto s3 - K • 
Lemma 6 .l o Suppose � J is ! simple closed curve in s3 h.vi.ng 
the concentral enclosure proEerty and let '{Bn}: be ! sequence of polyhedral 
solid tori such that 
(a) 
(b) 
Bn+l. C Int Bn for n = l, 2, • • •  , 
Then there is � integer are concentric if 
i > j > N • 
Proof& Since 
decreasing sequence 
.. 
rl cn • J • Since n .. l. .. 
ing the compact set 
J has the concentral enclosure propert,y, there is a 
tD 
{cn}1 of concentric polyhedral solid tori such that 
{s3 - B�: is an increasing sequen?e of open sets cover­
s3 - Int C1 , there is an integer N such that 
s3 I!lt C1 C s3 - �- . Then Bn C Int C1 for n � N • N ow  let 
i and j be integers such that i > j > N • Since -
increasing sequence of open sets covering the compact set 
there is an integer M such that � C Int Bf • Then 
{�3 
s3 
Bi 
- Cn}: is an 
and 
Int Bi 1 
Bj are 
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two polyhedral solid tori, each containing CM i n  its interior and each 
contained in the interior of C1 • Since C1 and � are concentric, it 
followS from Lemma 5.1 that Bt and Bj are equivalen tly situated. 
Sinc e (a) implies that Bd :81_ n Bd Bj • 0 , Theorem 5.1 shows that Bi 
and Bj are concentric . 
Lem 6 .. 2.. Supp�se � J i s  ! simple closed curve � s3 having 
� concentral enclosure propertz � � pierc es ! � !! �  point of 
.:! countable dense subset. � there !! ! sequence {Pi}: 2! dis ks  and a 
sequence {Bi}: of concentric polyhedral solid � � � !2!:, 
i ... 1, 2., 
(a) 
(b) 
. . ., ' 
J • � , � point, 
is a dense subset of J 1 - - - ---
(c) lJi is locallz polyhedral mod J , 
{d) Bd � links J 1 
(e) Df C S(8.f., 1/i) 1 
(f) Di n Dj • 0 if i .j j , 
(g) J C Int Bi 1 
(h) B:i C S (J 11 1/i) n Int �-:t. 
{i) Bd Di is a meridian curve on Bd Bi 1 
(j) Di i n Bd Bj � !:, meridian curve � 
Dj_ n Bd Bj • 0 .!£ j < i • 
Bj for j � i , and -
Proof: The proof of this lemma follows closely the proofs of Lemmas 
5. 2 and 5 . 3  of [10] • The proof of the former applies without alteration to 
yield a sequence {Di}: of disks satisfying conditions (a) through (f) . 
N ow  make the inductive assumption that the disks D1, • • •  1 Dn have 
been properly altered and the s olid tori B0, • • •  , Bn-1 chosen (not neces-
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sarily concentric) in such a way that conditions {g) through {j) are satis-
fied for these sets . On each of the disks Di , i • 1, • • •  , n 1 choose a 
fixed subdisk nr having ai as an interior point and lying entirely in 
S {J, l/2n) • For each i let 1'1 denote ;:> (J, Dj_ - D:i') and then de-
fine 
Since J has the concentral enclo sure property, there is a polyhedral solid 
torus Bn containing J in its interior and such that Bn C: S(J ,  En) . 
It i s  then immediate that Bn sati sfies conditions (g) and (h) . Also 
Bd Dn C: (s3 - Bn) () Int Bn_1 
,_ 
since it may be assumed that Dn C Tnt Bn-1 (taking a subdisk if necessary) • 
The inductive hypothesis together with Dn C: Int Bn-1 implies that (i ) 
holds for i <: n and that (j )  is satisfied for j <.. n and all 
i • 1, 'Z, • • •  , n • Therefore only the sets � n Bd Bn for 1 � i � n 
need be considered in order to prove that the choice of Bn can be made as 
required. 
It will be convenient to suppose that a disk D0 has been chosen such 
that D0 C1 J is a single point a0, Bd Do links J 1 Do is locally poly­
hedral mod J , D0 () Di • 0 for i • 1, 2, • • .. • It i s  clear that no 
simple clo sed curve on any Di_ , i > 0 , can link Bd D0 , and it may be 
as sumed that Bd D0 C s3 - B0 4 It is clear that each meridian curve of 
a Bn links J .. For if M were a meridi anal disk of Bn not intersecting 
J then, since M U Cl(s3 - Bn) is  simply connected, it would follow that 
Bd Do does  not link J • On the other hand, eac h  latitude curve of Bn 
links Bd Do , since Bd D0 links the curve J C Int Bn • It follows that 
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every non-nullhomologous simple closed curve on Bd Bn must li nk  either 
J or Bd D0 • 
For any fixed i , 1 � i "'!5- n , Bd Di is a curve in s3 - Bn 
n 
' ' ' and Di Bd Bn is  the union of a finite collection ri11 ri2, • • •  , rini 
of mutually disj oint simple closed curves . Since  every simple closed 
curve on Bd Bn must link either J , Bd D0 1 or neither, the curves 
are divided into two types • 
• 
Type 1: rij links neither J nor Bd D0 1 
' Type 2': rij links J but 
not Bd D0 • 
It may now be shown by the argument on Page 20 of [10 ] that all of 
the components of Type 1 and all but a single component rin of Type � 
can be eliminated by a deformation of Bn which is  such that the new solid 
torus Bn obtained satisfies conditions (g) and (h) . Since rin links J 
it is  clear that rin cannot be nullhomologous on Bd ·Bn • Since rin 
bounds a disk whose interior lies in  Int Bn , it follows that rin is  a 
meridian curve on Bn • 
This  process  is  repeated for i • 11 21 31 • • • , n in turn, so that 
as a consequence (j ) is satisfied for j • n and i � n • If Dn i s  
replaced by Dn n Bn , then (i) will hold with i • n • Finally it may 
be assumed that Di C Int Bn for i > n 1 so that (j) i s  satisfied 
for j • n and all i • 
Thus a sequence {�}� of disks and a sequence 
solid ·tori are found satisfying conditions (a) through 
r , ()0 
7.. Bij 0 of polyhedral 
(j ) .  It remains only 
to be  seen that
-
�e _solid tori {El}: may be taken concentric . It follows 
from (h) that WBi • J .  Since J has the concentral enclosure property 
it follows fran Lemma 6 .1 that there exists an integer N such that Bi and 
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Bj are concentric if i, j � N • The desired sequences [Dt}: and 
{Bi}: are then obtained from those above by deleting the first N ele­
ments of each sequence. 
temma 6 • .3.  Suppose � J i s  ! simple closed curve in s.3 
which � the concentral enclosure property � which pierces � � at 
� point £!.. � countable dense subse t. � J i s  locally peripherallz 
unknotted . 
Proof: Given an arbitrary point x e. J , it suffices to find a 
sequence {Kn}:' of 2._spheres such that for each n � 1 
{a) x f, Int Kn , 
(b) J n Kn is a pair of points, 
(c) Kn is  locally polyhedral mod J , 
(d) Kn+1 C Int Kn 1 
. 00  
{e) rl cl {Int Kn) • x • n=1 
tet {n�: and {B�� be the sequences of disks and concentric 
solid tori respectively given by temma 6 . 2 . Choose two subsequences 
{n-� and {l:Jmi}
oo 
of Inn
\.t:e such that (assundng that a subarc � i-1 i•1 t 11 
of J containing x as an interior point has been given a linear order) 
{�}� converges to x monotonely from the left and {�: converges 
to x monotonely from the right. Denote by Ai that subarc of J which 
j oins ani and am1 and which has x as an interior point. Then clearly 
� 
D1Ai .  X • 
If k1 • max(n1, m1) then, by condition (j ) of Lemma 6. 2, Bk1 
intersects Dn1 and Dm1 in meridianal disks of Bk1 • Then denote by 
R'k1 the one of the two annular rings, into which Dn1 U Dm1 separates 
Bd �1 , such that the 2-sphere 
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contains x in its interior . Clearly K1 satisfies (a) , (b) , and (e) 
for n • 1 • 
If �1, • • •  , Kj and Rk1, • • •  , Rkj 
have been similarly defined 
with the 2-spheres Ki satisfying conditions (a) through (d) , le t  
kj+1 b e  a fixed integer such that 
and denote by Rk
j+1 
the one of the two annular rings, into which 
Dmj U Dn separates Bd Bkj , such that the 2-sphere +1 j+1 +1 
con tains x in i ts interior. 
In thi s manner is defined by induction a sequence {�;;): o� 2-
apheres satisfying condi tiona (a) through (d) with J n Cl (Int Kj ) • .A:j 
and Cl (Int Kj) C Btcj • Then 
so that 110 till 
f\ Cl(Int Kj ) • {) [J 
j•1 .. . 
tP 
(\ Cl(Int Kj ) 
j•1 
j•1 
«1 
• rl Aj 
j•1 
• X 
n Cl{Int Kj ) ]  
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Hence (e) also holds . Since x was an arbitrary point of J , i t  
follows that J i s  locally peripherally unknotted . 
Lemma 6 . 4 .  Suppose that J i s  a simple clo sed curve in s
3 
which ___ .....__ _  - - - - -
has the conc entral enclosure property and which pierces a disk at each 
- - - - - - - -
point of � countable dense subset. Then J is locally unknotted . 
Proof : It  will be shown that J is locally unknotted by d efining 
an annular ring G which has J as one component of its boundary and 
which is locally polyhedral modulo J • Le t {an}: be the given countable 
dense subset of J and le t {nn}: and {Bn}7 be the sequences of disks 
and concentric solid tori respect ively given by Lemma 6. 2. 
A dyadic system of notation will be convenient.  Let a(O) = a1 
and a (l) • a2 • Let H and K be the two subarc s of J from a1 to 
a2 • Let �3 be the first element of {a3, a4, • • •} on H and let 
an4 be the first on K • Set a (O, 0) = a (O) • an1 , a (l, 0) = a (l) = an2 1 
a (O, 1) • ao3 , a (l, 1) = an4 • The set Bn1, ao2 , an3, an4 divides J 
i nto four subarea . Continuing in the obvious manner , at the nth s tage 
2n points a (a1, • • •  , an) , Uf • 0 or 1 , have been s elected from 
{a1, a2 , • • • } . Each ai occurs firs t  at a unique s tage . As before 
set a (a1, • • •  , an-1� 0) = a (a1, • • •  , an_1) • The disk Dn which mee ts 
J at an = a(a1, • • •  , ap) i s  denoted by D (a1, • • •  , ap) • 
Le t m1 be the leas t positive integer such that the solid torus 
Bm
1 
meets both n (o) and D (l) • Let m2 be the least inte ger greater 
than m1 such that Bm2 meets each D (al, a2) , ai � O, 1 • In general 
let mp be the leas t integer greater than �-1 such that Bmp meets 
each of the di sks D Ca1, • • •  , ap) , ai = 0 or 1 • A new sequence 
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{ep};=1 of concentric polyhedral solid tori intersecting in J i s  ob­
tained by defining Cp .;. Bmp • The torus Bd Cn then meets each of the 
disks D(a1, • • •  , an) in a meridian curve . The disk Cn (1 D (a1, • • •  , �) 
will be denoted by Dn(a11 • • •  , an) • 
Define Un • Cl(Cn - cn+l.) • Since Cn and Cn+1 are c once
ntric, 
Un is  the topological product of a torus and an interval. Clearly 'ir0 
is  separated _ into · fl·  components by�thet nn'!lgn �M· t.he )disks · D (ab • •  . ,  an) , 
ai -:- · O, .1 . Denote by Q (a11 • • •  , an) the component detemined by. 
. . .  , f3n) , where (a . ,  • • • , an) and ( �11 • • •  , f3n) 
are consecutive n-tuples, w1 th n-tuples ordered by (a11 • • •  , an) 
< ( �1, • • •  , 13n) if and only if aj • �j , j < i , and ai < �i far 
i L. n • 'l'he boundary of Q (a1, • • •  , an) then consists of the four 
annular rings 
T{a1, . . .  , an) • Un n D (a1, . . . , an) 
T(�1' ·-· . , f3n) • Un n D (�l.' . . . , �n) 
Rn{a1, • • • , an) C Bd Cn 
Rn+1Ca1, • • •  , an) C: Bd Cn+l. 
Since Cn and Cn+l. are concentric, they have a common center line k 
which intersects each of the meridiana! disks D (a1, • • •  , an) and 
D { �l.' • • . ,  �) in a single point. If k 1 is the sub arc of k which is 
interior to each or the two 2-spheres D (a) U D (�) U Rn(a) and 
[n (a) - T {a)_] U [D{�) - T (�) ]  U Rn+1(a) , then clearly k' is an un-
knotted chord of each of -these spheres, so that Q (a1, • • • , an) is an un• 
knotted solid torus on which the simple closed polygons 
rnCa1, . . . , a:n) • D(a1, . . . , an) n 
rn(�1' . . .  , �n) • D( �1' . . .  , �) n 
�n+1 (a1, 
rn+1(�1' 
are latitude curves .  
. , . , 
. . . , 
an) • D (a1, . . .  , 
�n) • D (�1' . . .  , 
The annular ring G will be defined as 
an) 
�n) 
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Bd Cn 
Bd Cn 
n Bd Cn+1 
n Bd Cn+1 
where Gn i s  an �ular ring in Un intersecting each T(a1, • • •  , an) 
in an arc, with Bd On consisting of two simple closed curves, one on 
Bd Cn and the other on Bd Cn+1 , such that Gn (l Bd Cn+1 • Gn+1 
n Bd Cn+1 • 
The set u1 is separated by D (O) and D (l) into the two solid 
polyhedral tori Q (O) and Q (l) • Let s:�. (O) and s1 (1) be polygonal 
arcs spanning R:�. (O) and R:�. (l) respectively, with common endpoints on 
r:�. (O) and r1 (1) , so that s1 (0) U s1(1) i s  a longitude curve on 
Bd C:�. • Let t(a1) 1 a1 • Q, 1 , be a polygonal arc spanning _ ,  T (a1) and 
having an endpoint in common with s:�. (a1) • Then 'j oin the endpoints of 
t(O) and t(l) by polygonal arcs s2 (0) and s2 (1) on R2 (0) and 
R2 {1) respectively, each intersecting each of the meridian curves 
r2 {a11 a2)  in a single point, and such that s1 Ca1) U sa (a2) U t (O) 
U 
.
t {l)
. .
1.s a meridian curve on Q {a:�.) , a1 • O, 1 • Let A (a:�.) , a1 • o, 
1 , be a polyhedral meridianal disk bounded by s1 (a:�.) U sa (aa ) U t(O) 
U t (l) • Then G1 • A (O) U A(l) is a polyhedral annular ring in U1 
whose boundary consists of the curves s1 (0) LJ s1 (1) on Bd C1 and 
s2 (0) U s2 (l) on Bd Ca • 
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Suppose that the annular rings 
n-1 �� • • •  , Gn-1 have now been de­n-1 
fined in sue h a way that �1 t1i_ is an annular ring in 1Uui with boun­•1 
dary curves s1. (0) U s1 (1) on Bd C1 and . . . , on 
Bd Cn , such that the longitude curve lJsn (a1, • • •  , an_1) intersects 
each annular ring Rn (a1, • • •  , an) in an arc sn (a 1, • • • , an) spanning 
its boundary. Define � polygonal arcs t (a1, • • •  , an) , ai • O, 1 , 
with t(al., • • •  , an) spanning the annular ring T (al., • • •  , an) and having 
one endpoint on Usn Ca.1, • • •  , an-1) • 
To .define a ,meridianal disk A (a1, • • •  , an) of the solid torus 
Q(al., • • •  , an) , join the endpoints of t(a1, • • • , an) L.J sn(a1, • • • , an) 
LJ t (�1, • • •  , �n) by a polygonal arc sn+1(a.1, • • •  , an) , such that 
t (a) U t ( �) U sn (a) U sn+1 (a) is a meridian curve on Q Ca11 • • •  , an) 
and �n+1(a1, • • •  , an) intersects each of the meridian curves 
rn+1 (a1, • • •  , ant1) in a single point. Then let A (al.� • • •  , «n) be a 
polyhedral meridianal disk of Q(a1, • • •  , CI.n) with t(a) U t(�) U sn(a) 
LJ sn+l.(a) as its boundary. The annular ring On is now defined by 
It will now be proved that the set 
is indeed an annular ring having J as one component of its boundary and 
which is locally polyhe�al modulo J • Denote by G' the annular ring in 
the xy-plane bounded by the circles r "" 1 and r = 2: ' Denote by J '  
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r .... 1 and by Cn ' the circle r • 1 + 1/n 1 n • 11 2, . .. . .  
Deno� 'by Gn v 1 the annular ring bcnmded by' Cn' 
' 
and Cn+2. • Let g 
1:>e a. homeomorphism of J onto J '  and denote by a' (a:t1 • • ,  1 «n) the 
Image under g or a {a:LJ o o o g an) , and denote by t• C«1, . . .  , «n> the 
z<adi.al line in the xy-plane dete:rmined by the 
p�d.nt a R  {a.l.., ,. .  o g  «n) � Finally denote by' .  A' (411 • •  , _  &n) the sector 
or anv determined br t• Ca1, · · · ��  a.n) and t• Cp1, • • • , Pn> , where 
{ply � o • 9 �) is the n•tuple immediatelr s�aceadiDC Ca:11 · · ·- a11) • 
See the figure above o 
Let g1 be a ho•omorphism of � onto Oi' carrying .A (al.) 
t>:r;;t,o A 1t {c:�J !I «l. ID o, 1 " rn general, let b be a homeomorphism or 
il:n onto On' .. which carr:t'es A(a19 ,. . .  11 a:11) on7o .11 («1; . . .  , a.n) and 
agrees with gn-1. on On n Gn-2. � · This gives . a homeomorphism g of 
G = J onto 01 ... J '  defined by g (x) • gn(x) it x 4 Gn • .  '!hen g 
is Cllearly & 1 - 1 map of Q onto gt an4 ia continuous at each point 
or G - J • rt remains to be seen that g is also continuous at e ach 
point of' J • 
For each point p e, J and each integer n let D11(p) denotfi 
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U nCal.$ U O J an) if p lies on no disk D(al., . , ., nn) , but let 
D0(p) denote [LJ D(a1, , , . ,  an) ] ' D ( �1, , o o g �) if P B D (�1, . . . , �n) • 
Then define V(p) to be the component of (Int Cn) - Dn (p) which c ontains 
p , Similarly for each point P' e J '  and e ach integer n let 1zl1 (p ' )  
denote UL' (a11 , u 1  an) i f  p lie s  o n  no line L' (a1, • , . ,  an) 1 but let 
Ln' (p' )  denote [lJL' (al., • •  o ,  an) J - L' (�l, • • o ,  �n) if 
p' f, L' (p1, o o o , !3n) o If Bn� i s  the set of points inside Cn' but not 
inside J'  , denote by V ' (p' )  n that component of Bn' - Ln' (pt ) which 
Q!l co 
c ontains p' • It i s  readily seen that p ..., rJ vn (p) and p' • () v;  ' (pt ) • . �l �1 n 
Now let {Pn}� be a sequence of points of G - J converging to 
p t:. J o Then to any neighborhood N of p'  "" g (p) in G• there corres-
ponds an index n such that Vn' (pe )  C, N , Since Pn -?lo P  , i i:.  follows 
that all but a finite number of the points {Pn} li e in [Vn (p) ] 
(l {G - J) , Since g i s  a homeomorphism on G - J , it follows that all 
but a fini te number of the points g (pn) lie in Vn• (pt )  C N , Conse­
quently g i s  c ontinuous at the point p e. J , 
Thus g i s  a 1 - 1 continuous map of the set  G onto the annular 
ring G1 • But G i s  clearly closed and hence compact. For obviously any 
Of1 
any limit point of G - J not in G - J must lie in () Cn • J , s o  that nosl. 
Cl (G _ - J) C G • Then G .. Cl{G - J) U J , s o  that G i s  the union of 
two closed sets and is hence itself closed o It follows that g i s  a homeo­
morphism of G onto G• , 
Thus J is  a c omponent of the b oundary of the annular ring G , 
which is locally polyhedral mod J o It follows immediately that J is 
loc ally unknotted. 
Theorem 6.3 . � simple closed curve J in s3 .!!_ � g � only 
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!! � has .!£!. aoncentral enclosure propertz � pierces .! � � eve17 
point. 
Proof of Su.f'tiaien&a If J has the aoneentral enclosure property · -.-... i 
and pierces a disk at ever.y point, then, by �emmas 6.) and 6.4, J is 
locally peripherally unknotted and locally unknotted. It follows from 
.. . ··- .. 
"Theorem VII of [10] that J is taae . 
Proof'_ .!:! 'Necessitya If' J is tame then there is a homeom.orphis� 
f of s3 onto itself such that K • f(J) is a polygonal closed curve . 
Gtven X e. J I K clearly pierces a disk D at r(x) • Then J 
pierces the disk f-1 (D) at x • By the polyhedral surface approximation 
'Theorem [4), it may be asstmled that r-1 (1') is locally polyhedral 
modulo J • 
"!here is a sequenc� . 
{cn}7. 
of concentric polyhedral solid tori 
such that �On • K [1�, � 177] .  It Bn • f-1(Cn) for n • 11 �. • • •• 
then {Bn}: is a sequence of concentric tame solid tori such that 
f\:9n • J • By the proof of 1heorem 4.21 there is a hom.aomorphism g of 
n• J. 
s3 onto itself which leaves J fixed and carries each Bn onto a poly• 
hedral solid torus. Consequently J has the coneentral enclosure property. 
Corollarz �.1.. !!:!, simple closed curve J !a sl !.! .!!:!!, !!. � 
onl;r !f. J .!! locallz peri�herally unknotted .!!'!! !:!! � ooncentral enclo­
!!!i!!. property. 
'Proo£1 If J is tame, then J is locally peripherally unknotted 
by 1heol'8Dl VII of [lOJ and has the concentral enclosure property by 
'Theorem 6 • .3.  
Conversely, if J i s  locally peripherally unknotted, then J pierces 
a disk at each point of a countable dense subset by !heorem 6.1. By 
Lemma 6.4, J is then locally unknotted. It follows that J is 
tame [10] .  
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